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This is a Digimon fic about OC Digimon and of how the defeted some of the most evil Digimon ever! It's
a story of courage, friendship and bravery. Well, I hope you enjoy it! Oh, one more thing. DIGIMON
RULES!!!
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1 - Characters
The Heroes and Heroins:

Masheedramon: My Digimon. A pink cat Digimon with a fox tail, sharp claws and teeth and a little crown.
Wormmon: My other Digimon (I decided to throw a Wormmon into the story but it's digivolutions are
different from Ken's Wormmon) A green caterpillar type Digimon with a purple mouth and a strange
marking on his head.
Lupinmon: AquaBerry15's Digimon. An ice blue fox/wolf type Digimon with yellow and purple tips, purple
hair and baby blue eyes.
Zorromon: Sharp-Fang's Digimon. A brown fox type Digimon with red and yellow stripes and yellow hair.
Okamimon: AquaBerry15's other Digimon. Zorromon and Lupinmon's daughter. A brown wolf/fox type
Digimon with lots of different coloured tips of fur and a pendant around her neck.
Wolfdramon: PunkWolfGirl's Digimon. A wolf like Digimon with one black paw and brown fur and yellow
hair.
Lobodramon: AquaBerry15's other Digimon. Wolfdramon and Okamimon's son. A brown and ice blue
wolf/fox type Digimon with colourful tips of fur and yellow hair.
Zashomon: Masheedramon and Lobodramon's daughter. A pink cat/wolf/fox type Digimon with purple
ear tips and purple hair with yellow ends and ice blue legs with red and yellow stripes on them and a
purple, stripy, tail.
Leopardmon: Jordanthehedgehog's Digimon. A Leopard type Digimon with red around his eyes and a
white bandana and a marking on his head.
Vixymon: Sparx's Digimon. An orange fox Digimon with red and black gloves and long rabbit type ears
and a black streak going from her head all the way to her tail tip.
Grizzlymon: AquaBerry15's friend, Aaron's Digimon. A stripy bear type Digimon with yellow hair and
extra long claws.
Punkdramon: AquaBerry15's friend, Ty's Digimon. A green and ice blue rabbit/cat Digimon with long
rabbit ears, 2 tails and blue hair.
Honeymon: My sis's Digimon. A brown honey bear Digimon with red ear tufts, red antenna and a honey
comb on her back. She is also Grizzlymon's sister.

Taynmon: (He's some random Digimon I made up for fun but he was cool so I added him to the story ^^
He also DNA Digivolves with Masheedramon). A green dinosaur Digimon with red training bands and
sharp claws.
Rebeldramon: PunkWolfGirl's other Digimon. A purple cat Digimon with black markings, a black spiky
choker, purple wings and a strange ball on the end of her tail.
Gatamon: SaskueGurl's Digimon. A mangenta cat Digimon with pink ear tufts and white bracelets and a
white band around her fluffy tail. She is also Masheedramon's sis.
Flamelopmon: Anyxtherabbit's Digimon. A yellow rabbit type Digimon with flame markings on her ears,
legs and on her back, a flame tail and a heart mark on her cheek. She also has yellow and blue wings.
Wolvomon: Konohasdarkshadow's Digimon. A grey anthro wolf Digimon with flaming hair and a flame
marking on the end of his tail. He also carries around a sharp sword that he uses in combat.
Maneemon: Sutaru's Digimon. A green cat type Digimon with blck stripes and a black tail tip and 2 scars
on his left eye.
Rikumon: Kouni46892742's Digimon. A pink and white winged dog Digimon with a flame on the end of
his tail.
Aquamon: Kairi23's Digimon. He is an aqua bear type Digimon.
Metemon: UltimateTailsLover's Digimon. An electric rabbit type Digimon with orange lightning bolts on
her head and 2 metal bars on her right ear. She is also yellow and has orange paws and an orange
mane.
Bugsmon: xxcuteecheekxx's Digimon. A black and white rabbit and cat type Digimon with a long tail and
long teeth and a pet bug that he uses to attack with.
Doggymon: Alleycat17's Digimon. A sky blue dog type Digimon with pink inside his ears and white
wings.
Vixenmon: Sharp-Fang's Digimon. A vixen type Digimon with egyption braclerts and an egyption
headband and she looks like a female Zorromon because she is his cousin.
Veramon: DarkHorse's Digimon. A huge pink Dragon type Digimon that can read other Digimon's minds
and grow even larger.
Scorpionmon: Boykingkilla's Digimon. A scorpion type Digimon with a long poisonous tail and red pants.
Kuramon: PunkWolfGirl's Digimon. A brown fo and wolf type Digimon with different oloured markings
and a black paw. She is Wolfdramon and Okamimon's daughter.
Kohakumon: AquaBerry15's other Digimon. Masheedramon and Lobodramon's son. A brown cat, wolf

and fox type Digimon with purple hair and different coloured stripes all over him and his tail is half brown
and purple stripes and half white fur and he has Masheedramon's crown triangle and a pink patch over
his right eye.
Sakumon: Sasukegurl and Sutaru's Digimon. A mint green cat type Digimon with a yellow pelt and pink
ear tufts. He is Gatamon and Maneemon's son.
Jamaicamon: Picklepelt16's Digimon. Lupinmon's cousin. A blue Digimon with red stripes all over him
and a green and yellow rasta hat and dreadlocks and a dreadlocked tail.
Tigsamon: xxcuteecheeksxx's other Digimon. A pink tiger type Digimon with orange stripes and a black
tail.
Vulpusmon: Falconlobo's Digimon. A cream fox type Digimon with four arms and a red mane with a blue
tail tip.
Vulpinmon: Falconlobo's other Digimon. Vulpusmon's brother. He looks like Vulpusmon except he had
red hair and his tail and chest mane were opposite colours to Vulpusmon.
Foxxiouskatomon: Falconlobo's other Digimon. A part cat and part fox type Digimon cream in colour with
a blue muzzle and pelt and red hair and a red tail tip.

The Villans:
Paranugumimon: The leader of a group of Digimon to destroy the Quartz Moon Stone. He is a
champion wolf type Digimon with a strange marking on his wings, cheek and pendant. He also can't
raise his left ear anymore and he has a scar over his left eye and a flame mane coming from his neck all
the way down his back and 2 earrings in each of his ears. He is also Wolvomon's father.
Semiarlongmon: Paranugumimon's ultimate form. An even bigger version of Paranugumimon with long
blood-stained teeth and an even huger fire mane that also acts as his tail!
Darukumon: Paranugumimon's strongest apprentice that he brought back from the dead using three
Wishing Stones. He is also Lupinmon's rival that Lupinmon and her friends had defeated ages ago. He is
a brown, champion wolf type Digimon with a dagger necklace and dagger markings all over his tail. The
end of his tail is also poisonous and it has blood on it as does the spikes ontop of his head. He also has
three scars on his nose.
Shadowkingmon: A black version of Leopardmon with grey markings, red eyes and a huge cape. He
also klled the tribe of Leopardmon except for the last one who is part of the Digimon Destiny team!
Gunjeekimon: A champion red phoenix type Digimon with the same markings as Paranugumimon on her
wings, cheek and pendant. Her wings and tail are made from fire and she has giant horns on top of her
head.

Oriangolamon: A giant, champion, blue dragon type Digimon with long blue horns and a spiky tail. She
also had the same markings as Paranugumimon on it's wings, cheek and pendant.
Pantheromon: A champion Black Panther type Digimon with golden horns and big silver wings. He has
the same markings as Paranugumimon on his wings, cheek and pendant.
Paramantismon: A giant, red, champion, praying mantis type Digimon with the markings the same as
Paranugumimon on it's wings, cheek and pendant. He has 4 razors coming out of his back as well as 2
of his arms with razors on the end of them. He had giant clawed feet and glowing green eyes.

2 - And So It Begins
Masheedramon and Lobodramon were sitting on a rug in front of a fire watching their daughter
Zashomon play with a ball of yarn. Masheedramon was a pink cat princess Digimon with a fluffy Persian
cat tail and brown eyes and her boyfriend, Lobodramon, was a brown and blue part wolf part fox
Digimon with different coloured stripes all over him and a skull pendant not to mention the skull markings
on his cheeks and a black paw. Their daughter Zashomon was a pink part cat part wolf and part fox
Digimon with purple ear tufts and purple hair and different coloured stripes all over her body not to
mention a black paw and a skull on her left cheek and a heart pendant around her neck. The happy
family sat down thinking of how happy their life was. Just then, a green caterpillar Digimon with a
marking on his head came through the door. His name was Wormmon and he was a great friend to the
family and also the Digimon of a tamer the same as Masheedramon's tamer. Wormmon and
Masheedramon lived with their tamer and then, Masheedramon and Lobodramon fell in love and had
Zashomon who now lived with the same tamer. Lobodramon was the only Digimon that didn't live with
the same tamer. He lived with a tamer that was also the tamer of one of Masheedramon's best friends.
Like Masheedramon's tamer, Lobodramon's tamer had 3 Digimon as well. She had her Digimon,
Lupinmon who was a blue Digimon with colourful fur tips and purple hair and a black, spiky choker
around her neck. She was also one of Masheedramon's best friends and also, she had a daughter,
Okamimon who was a brown part fox part wolf Digimon with coloured fur tips and a pendant around her
neck and she was also Lobodramon's mum and Lobodramon lived with the same tamer as Lupinmon
and Okamimon. Lupinmon's boyfriend was a brown, fox type Digimon with yellow hair and yellow and
red stripes all over his body. He was called Zorromon and he lived with his tamer all by himself.
Okamimon's Boyfriend was a brown wolf type Digimon with a black paw and skulls on his cheeks. He
was called Wolfdramon and he lived with his tamer and Rebeldramon, a purple cat type Digimon with a
black chocker and an energy ball on the end of her tail. They were all friends along time ago but they
hadn't met up in a while. Unfortunately, those happy times ended when a message from the Digital
World came to all the computers of the Digimon. The message said...
"Dear Digimon, we are sorry to interrupt your happy lives with your tamers but the Digital World is in
danger! You need to get back here as fast as you can to help! Please hurry, you are our only hope!" And
then the message cut off.
"Another adventure? Bring it on!" Said Masheedramon excitedly as she knew that her and her friends
were off on another amazing journey to save the Digital World!

3 - Getting To Know You
Masheedramon, Zashomon, Lobodramon and Wormmon all jumped into the computer and landed head
first on a soft grassy patch full of flowers. When Masheedramon opened her eyes, she noticed friendly
faces.
"Lupinmon, Zorromon, Wolfdramon and Okamimon, your all here! It's great to see you guys!"
Masheedramon looked around and she also noticed 2 other friendly faces. 2 old friends called
Grizzlymon and Punkdramon. Grizzlymon was a bear type Digimon with really long claws and stripes
going down his back and Punkdramon was a part cat part rabbit type Digimon with green and blue fur
and 2 tails and a pendant that said Punk on it. "It's great to see you guys too!" She said to Grizzlymon
and Punkdramon. Masheedramon turned her head and she saw a group of Digimon she had never seen
before standing in a group.
"These are some other Digimon with tamers but we have never met them before" Explained Lupinmon.
"You havn't met her before but this is the other Digimon that lives with me, Rebeldramon!" said
Wolfdramon pointing to a purple cat type Digimon with a black chocker and a ball on the end of her tail.
"I'm Leopardmon, I’m Rebeldramon's boyfriend and I live all by myself with my tamer!" Said a leopard
type Digimon with red around his eyes and a white bandana around his neck.
"I'm Vixymon, I also live with my tamer and no other Digimon!" Said an orange fox type Digimon with
rabbit ears and black markings on her face and one going from her head to her tail.
"I'm Taynmon and I live with my tamer too but don't mess with me or you'll be sorry!" Exclaimed a green
dinosaur type Digimon with a red collar with a yellow disc and red training bands on his arms, legs and
tail.
"Hey! I'm Flamelopmon and I too live alone with my tamer!" Said a rabbit type Digimon with fire markings
all over her and a burning tail and a heart marking on her cheek.
"I don't think you've met her, but this is my sister, Honeymon. She lives with me and my tamer!" Said
Grizzlymon pointing to a honey bear type Digimon with red antenna and a honeycomb on her back.
"Hi!" Squealed Honeymon happily. Masheedramon also noticed a magenta cat Digimon with pink ear
tufts and white bands around her wrists and her Persian tail.
"Hey sis!" Said the cat type Digimon walking up to Masheedramon. This was in fact Masheedramon's
sister, Gatamon!
"It's great to meet all of you!" Called Masheedramon looking at all of her old and new friends.
"I got a message saying we have to go to Miharashi mountain where the Yokomon will greet us all and

then the Digimon that sent us all that e-mail will greet us and explain the situation to us" Explained
Zorromon.
"Well, lets get going then!" Said Wolfdramon excitedly. The friends then set off on yet another adventure!

4 - Meeting Mendinamon
The Digimon friends walked to Miharashi Mountain and were greeted by a friendly group of Yokomon.
"Welcome to Miharashi Mountain! Please follow us and we will take you to Mendinamon!" Said a friendly
Yokomon. The friends followed the Yokomon as they were told to.
"Hey, who's Mendinamon?" whispered Gatamon to Masheedramon.
"I'm not sure" Said Masheedramon. They got to a giant building with a sign on it saying Mendinamon's
Lair. The Yokomon left and a cat type champion Digimon with red fur and giant purple wings with a
strange symbol on his wings stepped forward. As he got closer, the friends realised that he also had the
symbol on his cheek and also on a pendant around his neck. e sat down in front of the Digimon and
introduced himself.
"Welcome" He said. "I'm glad you could all make it here today. My name is Mendinamon, I am one of the
ten guardians of the Quartz Moon Stones." The other Digimon looked puzzled.
"Excuse me, but what is a Quartz Moon Stone?" Asked Flamelopmon suspiciously.
"A Quartz Moon Stone is a valuable stone that can only be seen at night but without it, all the Digimon
would slowly disappear. The Quartz Moon Stone is our key to existence, Without it, Digimon would
become extinct. The evil Digimon, Paranugumimon was once a Quartz Moon Stone guardian but he
turned against us and now, he is leading a group of evil Digimon to destroy the Quartz Moon Stone."
"But if they destroy the Quartz Moon Stone, then wouldn't they get deleted too?" Asked Leopardmon.
"Somehow, Paranugumimon has figured out a way to survive without the Quartz Moon Stone. The only
way he could get deleted is by getting deleted by another Digimon. That's why I called you here today,
so you can destroy Paranugumimon and his evil Digimon for good!"
"Well, sounds easy enough!" Said Taynmon.
"It sounds easy, but is it as easy as it sounds?" Asked Wormmon suspiciously.
"It all depends how good you are at fighting!" Explained Mendinamon.
"Well, I think that we are ready for anything!" Grizzlymon shouted out proudly.
"Hey Mendinamon, what are those strange markings all over you?" Asked Punkdramon.
"These markings are the markings that every Quartz Moon Stone guardian has on them. If you see
another Digimon with these markings, you know that they are here to help you!" Explained Mendinamon.

"Enough talking lets get a move on!" Exclaimed Rebeldramon.
I agree!" said Masheedramon. So all the Digimon walked off into the forest to seek the first Digimon to
fight.
"Good luck, and be careful!" Shouted Mendinamon as the friends walked off into the forest, Their heads
held up in pride, knowing that this would be an adventure of a lifetime!

5 - The First Encounter
The Digimon walked through the forest but suddenly, they all felt a cold wind blow past them.
"What's that?" Honeymon asked Grizzlymon as she held on to his paw.
"I'm not sure." Replied Grizzlymon, "But it can't be good"
Suddenly, a giant champion flaming wolf type Digimon stepped in front of them. He had a strange
marking on his wings, his cheek and on his pendant bt it was different from Mendinamon’s marking. The
strange Digimon had long claws and sharp teeth and one broken ear that he was unable to raise
anymore. He also had 2 earrings in each of his ears and a scar over his left eye and a flaming mane
going from his neck, all the way down his back.
"My name is Paranugumimon and I’ve been expecting you." He clapped his paws together and a bird
type Digimon flew out of the sky. She had the same markings as Paranugumimon on her wings, her
cheek and on her pendant. She had giant fire wings and a fire tail and 2 large horns on her head and a
big patch of fur on her chest. "Meet Gunjeekimon, one of my apprentices. She will stop you here in your
tracks and you will never have another adventure again!"
Suddenly, Paranugumimon sank into the ground and Gunjeekimon flew up into the sky and shouted
"Rising Fire!" Suddenly, a giant meteor of flames came towards the Digimon. They all shouted out their
special attacks and aimed at the meteor.
"Claw Buster!" Screamed Masheedramon as her claws came off her paw and flew towards the meteor.
"Blazing Fire!" Lupinmon shouted as her paws turned blue and icy flames shot out of them towards the
meteor.
"Lightning Claw!" Yelled Zorromon and lightning shot out of Zorromon’s claws and hit the meteor.
"Wolf Paw!" howled Wolfdramon as he hit the meteor with powerful force using his paw.
"Sun Blast!" Yelled Okamimon as a sun beam shot out of her pendant and hit the meteor.
"Dark Paw!" Shouted Lobodramon as a black fog shot out of Lobodramon's paw and hit the meteor.
"Sparking Fire!" Yelled Zashomon as fire sparks came out of her mouth and hit the meteor.
"Giga Fist!" Yowled Leopardmon And a giant energy blast came out of his paw and hit the meteor.
"Fox Tornado!" Shouted Vixymon as she spun her tail really fast and a tornado flew out and hit the
meteor.

"Steel Claw" Yelled Grizzlymon as his claws turned into solid steel and slashed rapidly at the meteor.
"Solar Blast!" Yowled Punkdramon as a powerful blast of flaming energy shot out of her mouth and flew
towards the meteor.
"Static Tail!" Screeched Rebeldramon as static energy shot from the ball on the end of her tail and hit
the meteor.
"Flame Tail!" Screamed Flamelopmon as a flaming strike flew from her tail towards the meteor.
"Honey Comb"! Yelled Honeymon as the honeycomb on her back split open and hot honey released all
over the meteor.
"Scorching Slicer!" Roared Taynmon as flames built up on his claws and he lashed at the meteor.
"Sticky Nat Net!" yelled Wormmon as sticky netting flew over the meteor.
"Claw Striker!" Screeched Gatamon as she lunged herself onto the meteor and clawed at it rapidly.
Just before the meteor landed, the Digimon destroyed it! Gunjeekimon flew down to the ground.
"Flame blast!" she shouted but it wasn't fast enough. The other Digimon used their special attacks on
her and screeched as she slowly got deleted.
"We did it!" All the Digimon yelled. They were sure they could do anything after that battle but who knew
what Paranugumimon had in store next time they would meet.

PS: I had to make up half of the attacks so if the attack is wrong (and I’m sure half of them are) Then
please tell me and I will gladly change it for you ^_^

6 - 2 New Recruits
the Digimon were tired out after the fight with Gunjeekimon so they all set down to rest. Masheedramon,
Lupinmon, Zorromon and Wolfdramon all went to find food and they came back with all sorts of things.
Fruit, fish grass and there was plenty for everyone! Once they had all eaten, they decided to take it in
turns to stand guard whilst the other Digimon slept. When it was Grizzlymon's turn to stand guard, he
heard a noise coming from the bushes behind him. He got his claws ready to attack who ever were
behind the bush. Suddenly, 2 Digimon came out from behind it. There was a green cat Digimon with
black stripes and a black tail tip and 2 scars over his left eye. The other one was an anthro grey wolf
type Digimon with Flaming hair and a flame marking on the end of his tail. He also had a sword attached
to his belt.
"Who are you?" Growled Grizzlymon suspiciously.
"I'm Wolvomon and this is my friend Maneemon" Said the wolf type Digimon pointing to himself and then
to the green cat type Digimon.
"We got a letter from a Digimon saying that we must come to the Digital World to fight an evil Digimon
but we got lost along the way!" Maneemon said.
"Hey, you must have got the same letter as all of us Digimon did!" Said Grizzlymon with a grin on his
face. "Welcome to the team you too!" Grizzlymon said.

7 - The Fight With Oriangolamon
The group of Digimon woke up and stretched and looked out towards the rising sun. They all had e
feeling, that today would be a day where they would fight another one of Paranugumimon's apprentices.
They all walked along, all silent, because they were all feeling the same thing apart from Wolvomon and
Maneemon. They had not been in the last fight with Paranugumimon's last apprentice, Gunjeekimon so
they had no idea why the other Digimon weren’t talking so, they broke the silence
"Hey, are you guys always this quiet?" Hissed Maneemon. The others just kept walking until
Punkdramon blurted out...
"Is it just me, or are you guys feeling that we have to fight another one of Paranugumimon's apprentices
today?" but Punkdramon had spoken too soon. The Digimon felt that cold wind surround the air again
and Paranugumimon appeared in a cloud of mist. Next to him stood a giant, blue dragon type Digimon
with long blue horns and a spiky tail. The Digimon also had the same markings as Paranugumimon on
it's wings, cheek and pendant.
"We meet again." Paranugumimon hissed. "This is my new apprentice, Oriangolamon, much stronger
than Gunjeekimon and she will make sure that all of you never have another adventure again!" He
screeched as he sank into the ground once more and the Digimon stood face to face with
Oriangolamon. Oriangolamon breathed smoke out of her nostrils and then she started walking towards
the Digimon. The Digimon were ready for the fight but quick as lightning, Oriangolamon jumped up in the
air and flew as quick as an arrow towards the Digimon. She hit them at full speed and they all fell over,
bruised and cut. Masheedramon was the first to get up. She slowly took a step towards Oriangolamon
and stared at her in the eyes as if to say "Were not finished yet!". Slowly, the other Digimon got up one
by one and stared into Oriangolamon's eyes too. Oriangolamon got really mad. She roared and then
shouted out...
"Icy Star!" And loads of ice covered stars shot out of her mouth and flew towards the Digimon. The stars
were easily dodged but that was a trick. Oriangolamon had used her weakest attack to distract the
Digimon so she could build up her most powerful attack of all, Icy Death. As she called out the attack, a
giant ice ball hit all the Digimon and they all fell to their knees, or were lying unconscious on the floor.
Just then, Oriangolamon screeched out...
"Ice Blaster!" And she froze all the Digimon. All but one. Wolvomon had shielded himself with his sword.
He then jumped up and cut open the ice cubes that all the Digimon were frozen in and freed them all!
Masheedramon was tired of games.
"Everyone attack!" Screeched Masheedramon and the same attacks were heard as when they were
fighting Gunjeekimon. Claw Buster, Blazing Fire, Lightning Claw, Wolf Paw, Sun Blast, Dark Paw,
Sparking Fire, Giga Fist, Fox Tornado, Steel Claw, Solar Blast, Static Tail, Flame Tail, Honey Comb,
Scorching Slicer, Sticky Nat Net and Claw Stricker were all heard as well as 2 new attacks. One was
Green Spear, which was a giant green spear that shot from Maneemon’s mouth, and the other attack
was Sword Of Light, which was a giant ray of light that flew out of Wolvomon's sword. With this extra

boost of 2 new recruits, Oriangolamon stepped back, roared and then exploded. The Digimon had done
it, they had deleted another one of Paranugumimon's apprentices! Deep in his cave, Paranugumimon
was watching, he was very mad that they had defeated 2 of his apprentices!
"I'll have to train another one of my apprentices to beat them all!" He shouted, and then he laughed and
walked out of his cave to find the perfect apprentice to get rid of those Digimon forever!

8 - Breaking The Team
The Digimon were tired after their battle with Oriangolamon so they went into a cave to rest. They were
all asleep and Masheedramon was standing guard when she heard a rustle in the tree above her. She
walked over to see who was there. She looked up and a giant rope landed on her. She wanted to shout
for help but the rope was pulling at her throat and it hurt to talk let alone shout. Suddenly,
Masheedramon felt the cold wind come again and Paranugumimon appeared once more. He walked
over to Masheedramon.
"I cannot allow you to defeat anymore of my apprentices so I am splitting the team up!" He hissed at
Masheedramon. Masheedramon's big brown eyes were full of tears as Paranugumimon clapped his
paws and she vanished in an icy cloud of wind and smoke to a dungeon in Paranugumimon's lair. When
the other Digimon woke up the next morning, they couldn't find Masheedramon anywhere! They
searched everywhere for her but no sign.
"Paranugumimon must have gotten her!" Gatamon said quietly as visions flew through her head of her
past. She didn't know much about her past, she just kept getting visions of herself being locked in a cart
by an evil Digimon and her parents and her sister running after the cart she was in but they soon
vanished but the rest of her memories were blank. She was worried that her sister would leave her just
as her parents had done many years ago.
"Well, if Paranugumimon has got her then we should all split up and look for her!" Said Leopardmon
boldly. Lupinmon was good at sorting things out so she organised everyone into groups to search for
Masheedramon.
"Right, Wolfdramon and Okamimon will go through the forest and look there, Leopardmon and
Rebeldramon will go left of the desert and look for her there, Grizzlymon, Honeymon and Punkdramon
will go right of the desert and look for her there, Lobodramon and Zashomon will look for her at the
Trailmon station on the other side of the forest, Maneemon and Wolvomon will search for her in the
Hidden Valley, Taynmon and Wormmon will search by the lake, Flamelopmon, Vixymon and Gatamon
will search the jungle on the other side of the desert for her and me and Zorromon will stay and search
for her here in the woods!" All the Digimon nodded and took their places and went to their destinations.
"And everyone meet back at the cave before sunset!" Yelled Lupinmon to all the Digimon. They all
searched but none could find Masheedramon wherever they went. Just before sunset, Leopardmon and
Rebeldramon came back to the cave but none of the other Digimon did.
"They must have all been captured!" Rebeldramon worried.
"We have to save them!" Leopardmon shouted so they both ran off to find out where the others were
held captive.

9 - Lupinmon Leads The Way
Leopardmon and Rebeldramon ran through the desert but they stopped dead when they saw a blue
heap lying on the floor bashed and bruised. They ran up to the ice blue heap lying on the floor and
turned it over. It was Lupinmon. She slowly opened her eyes.
"Lupinmon, are you ok? Asked Rebeldramon worriedly.
"He took him!" She said weakly
"Who took who?" Asked Leopardmon suspiciously.
"Paranugumimon took Zorromon!" Lupinmon replied.
"Tell us what happened!" Said Rebeldramon.
"Me and Zorromon were exploring the forest, looking for Masheedramon when suddenly, we felt a cold
wind. Just then, a giant smoke cloud appeared and Paranugumimon emerged from it. We ran but he
was too fast for us. He attacked us and then took Zorromon away and left me here to die!" Lupinmon
weakly replied.
"Don't worry, your safe now, were here, here’s some water to keep you hydrated and an apple so you
don't get hungry." Leopardmon said as he gave Lupinmon a bottle of water and an apple to eat. After
she had finished them, Lupinmon felt much better. She slowly got up and pointed to the sky.
"That's where he took him." She said. "And Masheedramon and the rest of the group!" Lupinmon
explained. "That's where we need to go." She said as she pointed to a huge, scary looking castle.
"Let's go then!" Said Rebeldramon as they ran off into the distance to the castle.

10 - To The Rescue!
The trio ran towards the castle. Lupinmon, who was feeling much better now. she gracefully jumped onto
the wall and looked into the castle. She could see 2 Guardramon guarding the door and a
Meckanorimon walking up and down the path. Luckily, these Digimon weren’t some of the smartest
there ever were so the Digimon had no trouble sneaking past them. They made their way down the stair
case and they saw all of their friends in cages.
"Zorromon and all of our friends!" Lupinmon cried as she ran into the middle of the room not thinking of
the dangers that could happen. All the Digimon locked in their cells immediately woke up and turned
around. They were all so pleased to see her and also Rebeldramon and Leopardmon who happily ran
behind Lupinmon shouting with joy. Unfortunately, the doors to the cells were bared tightly so they
needed the key to open them.
"Were can we get the key from?" Asked Rebeldramon to the other Digimon.
"Right here" A deep voice said as he stepped forward with the cell keys around his neck. Next to him,
emerging from the shadows was a Black Panther type Digimon with golden horns and big silver wings. It
also had the same markings as Paranugumimon on its wings, cheek and pendant."Meet Pantheromon,
my newest apprentice and this one wont be so easy to defeat. He is trained the hardest by me and plus,
there is only 3 of you that can fight!" Paranugumimon laughed as he disappeared into the ground again.
Pantheromon looked into the Digimon's eyes and then he growled. He jumped into the air and shouted
out Dark Nightmare. A black ghost came out of his mouth and surrounded the 3 Digimon. Now they had
to fight 2 Digimon at once and there was only 3 f them and they were all rookies! But you know this
group, they never give up. Suddenly, Lupinmon leaped into the air and shouted out her special attack,
Blazing Fire. Icy flames shot out of her paws that turned blue and hit the Nightmare Digimon in his chest.
The Nightmare Digimon (Also known as Nightmaremon) screamed in pain and then he clutched his
chest, Rebeldramon shouted out Static Tail and static energy shot from her tail and was just about to hit
Nightmaremon but Pantheromon jumped in the way and absorbed the attack. He jumped in the air and
shouted out Dark Nightmare once more and another ghost appeared. Now there was 3 of them. The
Digimon were surrounded by evil and had no idea what to do. Without thinking, Leopardmon jumped into
the air and rammed his head into the mark on one of the Nightmaremon's heads. Suddenly, the
Nightmaremon screamed and started dissolving into the air. He was getting deleted. The others stared
in shock as they realised that the markings on their heads must be their weak spot. Lupinmon jumped up
and rammed her head into the other Nightmaremon's marking and he deleted too. Now they were face
to face with Pantheromon again who had no marking as the Nightmaremon did. The Digimon wandered
what to do but Pantheromon jumped onto them and trapped them under his big hairy body. The Digimon
struggled for breath but they couldn’t escape from underneath the big hairy heap lying on top of them.
Suddenly, Wolvomon jumped up and threw his sword across the floor and it slid underneath
Pantheromon where Leopardmon, Lupinmon and Rebeldramon were trapped. Leopardmon noticed the
sword and he picked it up. He then realised what Wolvomon had done. He shouted at the top of his
voice and then plunged the sword into Pantheromon's stomach. Pantheromon suddenly reared up
clutching his stomach and letting the Digimon underneath him free! The 3 Digimon wasted no time. The
attacks Giga Fist, Static Tail and Blazing Fire were heard once more and Pantheromon disappeared.

When Pantheromon disappeared, the castle did too and all the Digimon were free again! They all
cheered 3 times for the bravery of Lupinmon, Leopardmon and Rebeldramon. Zorromon ran over and
nuzzled Lupinmon on her cheek.
"I knew you’d find us!" He beamed and he kissed Lupinmon lightly on her cheek. Rebeldramon licked
some blood off Leopardmon's ear and then Leopardmon kissed Rebeldramon on her cheek.
"We make a pretty good team!" Grinned Leopardmon.
"You bet!" Said Rebeldramon as she laid her head on Leopardmon's shoulder. For now, the danger had
passed.

11 - The Stranger Of The Frozen Alps
The Digimon were resting in a cave and Wolfdramon and Zorromon were guarding it. (They wern't taking
any chances in Paranugumimon attacking this time so they let 2 Digimon guard the cave) Suddenly,
they heard a noise coming from the bushes behind them.
"You go and see what's there and I’ll stay and guard the cave" Said Wolfdramon to Zorromon.
"Ok, I’ll be back in a minute" Zorromon replied as he crept up to the bush. He jumped into the bush and
he landed on a pink and white dog type Digimon with big pink wings.
"Hey, who are you and what do you want?" Zorromon yelled at the winged Digimon but before Zorromon
could make the Digimon reply, it flapped its wings and flew off into the sky.
"Hey, I’m not finished talking to you!" Yelled Zorromon to the Digimon as it flew off into the distance and
disappeared.
"What was it?" Wolfdramon asked as Zorromon came back.
"It was a pink and white winged dog type Digimon!" Zorromon replied, "But when I asked what it's name
was, he just flew off!" Zorromon yelled.
"Strange" Wolfdramon replied. They both yawned and walked into the cave.
"Wormmon, it's your turn to guard the cave!" Wolfdramon said as he shook Wormmon awake.
"You too Taynmon!" Zorromon said as he shook Taynmon awake too. Taynmon and Wormmon went
outside to guard the cave and Wolfdramon and Zorromon fell into a deep sleep. When morning came,
the Digimon set off to climb Rocky Mountain. They had gotten a message from Mendinamon saying that
a strange signal was coming from the top of Rocky Mountain so they had to climb to the top of it.
"Well, lets get a move on before it's Christmas!" Grumbled Taynmon who was nearly always grumpy.
They started climbing up the mountain when suddenly, the dog Digimon appeared in front of them again.
It's you again!" Shouted Zorromon at the Digimon.
"I'm sorry I ran away last night when I met you, I was lonely and I thought you could be my new friend
but when you shouted at me I thought you wanted to fight me so I flew away!" The Digimon said in a sad
voice.
"Oh, I’m very sorry, I didn't mean for you to get scared of me, I just thought that you were one of
Paranugumimon's apprentices that’s all. We can still be friends if you want to!" Zorromon said happily.
"Really? Thank you!" The Digimon said.

"So, what's your name?" Asked Zorromon.
"My name is Rikumon, I am a mystic flying dog Digimon from the Frozen Alps.
"Don't you have a tamer?" Asked Gatamon.
"No, but I had a dream that I was going to get a tamer very soon so I think I will get one eventually!"
Rikumon beamed.
"Well, welcome to the team Rikumon! We’re here to fight Paranugumimon and his evil Digimon to stop
them from destroying the Quartz Moon Stone!" Masheedramon explained.
"Wow, I can't wait to get started! Where are we going first?" Rikumon beamed.
"We have to climb the top of this mountain!" Honeymon squeaked.
"Well, no need to climb, I have wings, I can fly you all up!" Rikumon said. The Digimon were thrilled and
one by one, Rikumon flew them up the mountain, but what was really at the top of it?

12 - The Power Orb
The Digimon finally got to the top of the mountain with the help of their new friend Rikumon.
"Hey, how come Rebeldramon and Flamelopmon couldn't have flown us up here before we met
Rikumon?" Gatamon asked
"We both have small wings and we are quite small too,” Flamelopmon explained. Suddenly, all of the
Digimon felt the cold wind again and Paranugumimon stepped out of the shadows with a giant red
praying mantis type Digimon with the markings same on it's wings, cheek and pendant. He had 4 razors
coming out of his back as well as 2 of his arms with razors on the end of them. He had giant clawed feet
and glowing green eyes. The Digimon bared his teeth and snarled at the Digimon.
"Meet Paramantismon, my newest apprentice" Paranugumimon growled. "He will take you down in a
way that no other Digimon has ever done before!" He shouted as he sank into the floor once more.
Paramantismon flew into the air and shouted out Mantis Blade as a giant green praying mantis shape
flew out of his mouth towards the Digimon. Suddenly, Rikumon jumped up and shouted Phoenix Blade
as a giant flaming phoenix shape flew out of his mouth and hit the Mantis Blade. A long time ago there
was a battle against a group of Paramantismon and 2 Rikumon. The Rikumon were Rikumon's parents
and they had battled a group of Paramantismon in the Frozen Alps and had won because they had used
their Phoenix Blade attack against the Paramantismon who could only use Ice Blade, which was an icy
blade that flew from the Paramantismon’s mouths, but fire was strong against ice so they were easily
defeated. A few years later, just as Rikumon was born, the Paramantismon had learned a new attack
called Mantis blade which was a giant green praying mantis shaped blade that hit it's opponent and
electrocuted them so the Rikumon got deleted but their son who was only 4 weeks old, managed to
escape the Paramantismon and had met his tamer. He knew what had happened and promised to
avenge his parents so he knew he must defeat this Paramantismon. The other Digimon got up and flew
into action shouting out Claw Buster, Sticky Nat Net, Blazing Fire, Lightning Claw, Sun Blast, Wolf Paw,
Fire Sparks, Dark Paw, Giga Fist, Fox Tornado, Steel Claw, Honey Comb, Sword Of Light, Solar Blast,
Scorching Slicer, Static Tail, Flame Tail, Claw Stricker, Green Spear and Phoenix Blade. They hit
Paramantismon and he fell backwards. He got up and shouted out Double Team. Suddenly, there were
2 more Paramantismon standing next to him. He shouted it again and another 2 appeared. The Digimon
stared in horror as he made 10 more Paramantismon appear. The Digimon shouted out their attacks
again but there were too many of them! The Paramantismon hit them at top speed with their Mantis
Blade attack and the Digimon fell to the floor. Suddenly, Mendinamon appeared out of nowhere. He
helped the Digimon up and spoke to them.
"I have a gift for you all!" He said as he showed them a glowing ball of light. "It's a power orb, it will allow
you to have a stronger attack but it will only work on top of this mountain, that was what the signal was!"
He explained. The Digimon looked thrilled and they nodded. Mendinamon held the ball up into the air
and it started to shake, then light rays hit all the Digimon and they could all feel their attacks growing
stronger! They turned to the Paramantismon and nodded to Mendinamon. He nodded back and then
flew away. Suddenly, all the Digimon jumped up and shouted out their new attacks!

"Claw Crusher!" Masheedramon yelled as thousands of sharp claws flew at the Paramantismon.
"Poison Net!" Wormmon shouted as purple netting flew over the Paramantismon and gave them a
sharp, poisonous sting.
"Raging Flames!" Lupinmon cried as her paws glowed a bright blue and giant crystal flames shot at the
Paramantismon.
"Thunder Claw!" Screeched Zorromon as shocking electricity flew out of his claws ad hit the
Paramantismon.
"Sunrise Beam!" Okamimon Howled as giant flaming spores flew out of her pendant and hit the
Paramantismon.
"Double Wolf Slap!" Wolfdramon said, as his paws grew larger and lightning built up on them and he
slapped the Paramantismon giving them huge jolts of electricity going through them.
"Spinning Flame Sparks!" Zashomon mewed as giant sparks flew out of her mouth and turned into
spinning flames and hit the Paramantismon.
"Poison Paw!" Lobodramon growled as a giant, black, poisonous fog flew out of his paw and hit the
Paramantismon.
"Giga Blast!" Leopardmon yowled as solar energy flew out of his fist and burnt the Paramantismon as
well as electrocuting them at the same time.
"Inferno Fox Tail Tornado!" Vixymon screamed as she spun her tail at rapid speed and a fire twister flew
out of it and hit the Paramantismon.
"Mega Iron Claw!" Grizzlymon shouted as his claws grew even longer and turned to iron as he slashed
his enemies.
"Honey Blast!" Yelled Honeymon as burning, electric honey flew out of her honeycomb and hit the
Paramantismon.
"Destiny Sword!" Wolvomon howled as flaming energy flew out of his sword and hit the Paramantismon.
"Solar Bomb!" Punkdramon shouted as solar energy built up in her mouth and she shot a huge energy
ball that exploded into lots of fireballs at the Paramantismon.
"Mega Scorching Slicer!" Taynmon roared as flames built up on his claws and then lightning shot out of
them and then he slashed the Paramantismon.
"Ultra Static Tail!" Rebeldramon screeched as amazingly strong static energy flew from her tail and hit
the Paramantismon.
"Burning Tail!" Flamelopmon cried as a giant flaming wave came from her tail and hit the

Paramantismon.
"Claw Stabber!" Shouted Gatamon as she lunged herself onto the Paramantismon and she stabbed her
claws into them as burning energy flew out of them.
"Mega Spear!" Maneemon growled as 3 powerful green spears shot towards the Paramantismon.
"Mega Phoenix Blade!" Rikumon screamed as a huge phoenix flew out of her mouth and starter to shoot
fire out of its mouth and then it exploded onto the Paramantismon.
The Paramantismon screeched and all disappeared. The Digimon had done it, they had defeated
Paramantismon! They climbed down the mountain all with smiles on their faces and went to rest in a
cave, confident that they could take any Digimon on now!

13 - An Old Enemy
Paranugumimon was stomping around his cave thinking to himself.
"How could those little rookie Digimon defeat my beautifully trained champion Digimon? It just doesn't
make any sense!" He shouted to himself. "I'll have to get a bigger, better Digimon to train, what about
bringing a Digimon back from the dead? Yes, What if I brought Lupinmon's old enemy back.
Darukumon? Yes, it's perfect!" So Paranugumimon went to the forgotten lake and picked up 3 wishing
stones from the bottom of the lake. He held them in his paws and closed his eyes. "I wish Darukumon
would come back from the dead and be my new apprentice" He wished on the magical stones. The
wishing stones were in the Forgotten Lake and anyone who wished on them would get their wish to
come true. The only thing that you couldn’t do with the wishing stones was wish for someone else to be
dead so Paranugumimon couldn't wish that the team of heroic Digimon were defeated. Suddenly, out of
the water, a brown wolf type Digimon with a dagger necklace around his neck and spikes on him with
blood on them and also on his claws emerged from the water. He also had dagger markings all over his
tail and a poisonous dagger on the end of it and also three scars across his nose.
"I have come to be trained by you!" Darukumon growled to Paranugumimon.
"At last, a worthy apprentice!" Paranugumimon growled back at Darukumon. He then got up and walked
back to his cave with Darukumon behind him for their first stage of training. Meanwhile, in a sunny part
of a Tsunomon village, the Digimon were chatting and playing with each other. They had come to stay at
a Tsunomon village to eat and rest until their next fight with one of Paranugumimon's apprentices.
Everyone was enjoying themselves. Masheedramon was lying in the sun with Lobodramon relaxing
whilst their daughter was playing with Rikumon and Flamelopmon. Next to Masheedramon and
Lobodramon lay Lupinmon and Zorromon. They were chatting and enjoying the evening sun. Lying next
to them were Wolfdramon and Okamimon who were playing a game of checkers and chatting in the sun.
Next to them were Rebeldramon and Leopardmon who were sleeping in the sun. Lying by a pool was
Gatamon and Maneemon who were sleeping and catching the sun a bit. Punkdramon and Grizzlymon
were lying in sun beds and chatting to each other whilst Honeymon lay on the sun bed next to her
brother. Wormmon and Taynmon were happily splashing about in the pool whilst Vixymon sat watching
them in the sun. The only one who was sadly sitting in the shade by an old rock was Wolvomon.
Masheedramon got up and walked over to Wolvomon and sat down next to him.
"Hey Wolvomon, aren't you gonna have some fun with the rest of us?" Masheedramon asked him.
"Do you know who Paranugumimon is?" Wolvomon asked.
"No, we have no idea who he is or where he came from!" Masheedramon explained.
"Well, I think I know who he is!" Wolvomon said glumly. "He's my..." Suddenly a loud crash came from
the pool as 2 giant wolf types Digimon crashed down into the pool. They swam up to the top and leaped
out. One was Paranugumimon and the other was Darukumon.

"Meet my newest apprentice, Darukumon!" Paranugumimon grinned.
"Darukumon! Didn't we defeat you ages ago?" Lupinmon sad in a shocked voice.
"Yes but Paranugumimon brought me back from the dead with mystic powers!" Howled Darukumon.
Suddenly Wolvomon jumped in front of Paranugumimon.
"Father, this has to stop!" He shouted at Paranugumimon.
"FATHER!" Everyone yelled.
"You will never be able to defeat me son so step aside before I have to kill you too!"
"You killed my tamer but I will not let you kill my friends!" Wolvomon yelled and then he took his sword
out of his belt and flew towards his father. His father slammed the sword out of Wolvomon's hand and
then crashed Wolvomon to the floor. Wolvomon lay unconscious on the floor underneath his father. The
others were so shocked that Paranugumimon had killed Wolvomon's tamer. This made them very mad.
Lupinmon rushed over to Wolvomon but Darukumon jumped in the way.
"We meet again Lupinmon!" Darukumon growled and then he struck Lupinmon with his tail and poison
shot into her stomach. She rolled onto the floor with pain and Darukumon picked her up and threw her
onto his back and then ran off with her.
"NOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!" The others screamed as they saw Darukumon run off into the distance
with helpless Lupinmon on his back. The other Digimon had no idea what to do. Then they suddenly
remembered Wolvomon. His father was just about to strike his claws into his son but Masheedramon
jumped in the way and pushed Wolvomon aside and then she bit Paranugumimon's paw.
"Ow!" He screeched but then he laughed. "You haven't a clue of what to do now that Darukumon has got
your little friend!" Screeched Paranugumimon as he sank into the floor once again and disappeared. The
Digimon stared in shock at the distance where Lupinmon had been carried away. Zorromon stamped his
paw on the ground and then stared at his reflection in the pool.
It's ok Zorromon, we'll find her!" Masheedramon said to Zorromon. He looked up and smiled.
"I know we will!" He said. So the Digimon started running the way the Darukumon had taken Lupinmon,
all scared but they knew that hey had to do it and they all knew they could!

14 - The Friend Who Built The Leaf Canopy
The gang ran following Darukumon's footprints in the sand but when they got to the edge of a huge cliff,
they had no idea where Darukumon went. They figured that he must have gone down the waterfall but
some of the Digimon were scared to go down.
"We have to do it, for the sake of Lupinmon!" Zorromon yelled as he jumped into the lake and slid down
the waterfall. Rebeldramon, Flamelopmon and Rikumon flew down using their wings and the rest stared
at the waterfall.
"I'm not going down!" Masheedramon screeched as she bared her teeth at the waterfall.
"Why not?" Asked Wormmon.
"Can't you see, were cats, cats hate water!" Gatamon explained pointing to Masheedramon, herself,
Leopardmon and Zashomon. Suddenly, a Digimon hopped out of the lake. It was an aqua bear type
Digimon. It looked at the Digimon and then smiled.
"Hi!" The bear type Digimon said. "My name is Aquamon!" Everyone looked at Aquamon and then
smiled.
"Hey, do you want to come on an adventure with us?" Wolfdramon suggested.
"Sure!" Aquamon exclaimed. "So where do we go first?" Aquamon asked. The other Digimon looked at
the waterfall.
"Down there" Masheedramon huffed as she hung her head low.
"There is nothing to be afraid of!" Aquamon explained. "At the bottom is a huge canopy of leaves that I
weaved together encase anyone fell down the waterfall!"
"Really? That's great!" Leopardmon shouted. Without second thoughts, all the Digimon jumped down the
waterfall and before they knew it, they were on a soft bed of leaves and flowers.
"Wow, thanks Aquamon!" Masheedramon grinned as they all hopped out of the canopy and onto dry
land.
"Don't mention it!" Aquamon grinned. "So where are we going first?" Aquamon asked.
"By any chance, have you seen a giant wolf type Digimon with a small blue wolf type Digimon on his
back running off have you?" Zorromon asked.
"Actually, I did! They went up to Dark Cave!" Aquamon explained pointing to a large cave in the shape of
a skull surro8nded by leafless trees. The Digimon gulped but they knew that they had to go in so they

took slowly started walking to the cave, where their next battle awaited them!

15 - 2 Guarding Friends
All the Digimon walked up the giant hill and stopped at a giant stone wall.
"It looks like there are 2 Digimon guarding the door!" Masheedramon snarled as she eyed a yellow and
orange rabbit type Digimon and a black and white cat and rabbit type Digimon/
"Maybe they are friendly?" Okamimon said as she walked up to them.
"Okamimon, you don't know if they are safe!" Screamed Wolfdramon as he ran after Okamimon. All the
other Digimon followed them and they all fell in a heap in front of the 2 strange guards.
"Hey, who are you?" Asked the rabbit type Digimon.
"We are on a quest to save our friend Lupinmon from Darukumon!" Masheedramon explained.
"Well, we'll come with you!" The rabbit and cat type Digimon said.
"We are both prisoners of Darukumon, made to guard his cave but since there is a lot of you, we could
come along and help you!" The orange and yellow Rabbit type Digimon said.
"We've wanted to run away ever since he captured us but we were scared!" The black and white
Digimon said.
"Oh, by the way, my name is Metemon!" The orange and yellow rabbit type Digimon said. She also had
2 metal strips on her ears and lightning bolt marks on her head and an orange mane.
"And I’m Bugsmon!" The Black and white cat and rabbit type Digimon said. He also had a little green
bug on his head. "I like collecting bugs as my pets and also to use in combats!" Bugsmon said taking
down the bug from his head. "This one is called Greeny!" Bugsmon smiled as he held up the little green
caterpillar type bug in her paws.
"Great to have both of you in the team!" Masheedramon smiled. "We are gonna need all the help we can
get!"
"Well, what are we waiting for? Let's go!" Screeched Zorromon as he tore through the cave entrance.
"Wait up Zorromon!" Rikumon called as they all tore after him into the dark cave.

Yes, 2 more Digimon to join the quest! Metemon is Ultimatetailslover's Digimon and Bugsmon is my

friend from schools Digimon! Sorry it took ages to update, i'm doing the next chapter now!

16 - Darukumon's Arena and Leopardmon's Sacrifice
They all ran further into the cave when suddenly they all emerged into a giant light. They all stood there
confused when suddenly, Darukumon stepped out from behind a stone pillar.
"Welcome to my arena!" He snarled. Suddenly, he pulled a rope and a curtain opened to release a cage
with Lupinmon inside it. She was lying blood stained and barely breathing.
"LUPINMON!!!" Zorromon screamed as he lunged himself towards Darukumon. Darukumon hit
Zorromon with his paw and he fell to the ground.
"CHARGE!!!" Masheedramon screeched as all of the Digimon lunged forward and started to attack
Darukumon. The same attacks were heard. Claw Buster, Blazing Fire, Lightning Claw, Sun Blast, Dark
Paw, Sparking Fire, Giga Fist, Fox Tornado, Steel Claw, Solar Blast, Static Tail, Flame Tail, Honey
Comb, Scorching Slicer, Sticky Nat Net, Claw Stricker, Sword Of Light and Phoenix Blade were heard
but 5 new attacks were heard too! Maneemon shouted out Magic Eye and a giant ray shot out of his
eyes and hit Darukumon. Maneemon had never used this attack before. Ice Blast came from
Wolfdramon. This was an attack that he had never used before either but a giant blast of ice shot out of
his mouth and started freezing the whole room but it wasn't enough to defeat Darukumon! Aqua Blast
came from Aquamon, which was a giant water gun that came out of Aquamon's mouth and hit
Darukumon in his chest. Thunder Punch came from Metemon and a giant lightning force built up on her
paw and hit Darukumon on his head. Bugsmon shouted out Bug Blaster and loads of bugs flew out of
her paws and started biting Darukumon. Darukumon howled at all the attacks. He then decided to attack
too.
"Poison Tail!" Darukumon screamed and he lashed his tail at all the Digimon. They all fell back in pain
and clutched their wounds. Darukumon laughed.
"Did you really think you could beat me?" Darukumon laughed and then jumped towards Gatamon.
"Gatamon, move!" Screamed her friends but she didn't move, she stood as still as a statue. She was
having visions of her past. She saw a giant Digimon snarling at her as a little baby.
"MOVE GATAMON!!!" Maneemon screamed as he gulped. "I LOVE YOU GATAMOB! DON'T DO
THIS!!!"
"Huh?" Gatamon came out of her daze but it was too late. Darukumon slashed his blood-ridden claws
into Gatamon's paw. She howled with pain as Darukumon stepped harder onto her paw.
"Leave her alone!" Leopardmon yowled and he jumped towards Darukumon and bit his ear. Darukumon
howled with pain and grabbed Leopardmon and threw him to the ground with a huge thud.
"LEOPARDMON!!!" Rebeldramon screeched as she ran over to her love and lay down beside him.
Maneemon also ran over to Gatamon and started licking her wound. Gatamon slowly got up.

"Maneemon, did you say that you loved me?" Gatamon asked as she got up.
"I did!" Maneemon smiled and so did Gatamon. They kissed in the middle of the arena and then ran over
to Leopardmon.. Everyone was crowded around him. Rebeldramon lay down next to him with her head
on his cheek and tears fell down her face. Leopardmon looked at Rebeldramon and smiled.
"Don't worry, I’ll come back!” He smiled and suddenly disappeared in a puff. Rebeldramon put her head
in her paws and started to cry.
"I loved him! Why did he have to go?" Rebeldramon cried. Wolfdramon put his arm around her.
"He said he would be back!" Wolfdramon said. Through all that had happened. Darukumon had grabbed
Lupinmon and made a run for it. Now they had to find them all over again except this time, Leopardmon
wouldn't be there!

17 - The Collar And A New Friend
The Digimon got up and tears fell on the spot where Leopardmon had fallen then they slowly turned
away and walked to the exit of the arena.
"Hey look, there is Lupinmon's collar!" Masheedramon screeched as she ran over to the spiky chocker
and picked it up in her paws.
"Lupinmon..." Zorromon said sadly as he hung his head low.
"Now I know how you feel Zorromon!" Rebeldramon cried as tears fell down her cheek. Masheedramon
handed the chocker to Zorromon.
"Here, you have it, she is your girlfriend after all!" Masheedramon smiled as she passed the chocker to
Zorromon.
"Thanks Masheedramon, it will help me to remember her!" Zorromon managed a smile and put the
chocker around his neck so he didn't lose it. Suddenly, everyone turned round and a sky blue dog type
Digimon with pink in his ears and white wings was sitting there watching them.
"Hi!" The dog Digimon smiled. "My name is Doggymon! If your looking for your friend and Darukumon
then I just saw Darukumon carry her to a river by Mystic Mountain!" Doggymon grinned.
"Really! Thanks Doggymon!" Masheedramon smiled.
"Do you want to help us find our friend?" Lobodramon asked politely.
"Yes!" Doggymon barked as he ran up to the group of Digimon.
"So where is this river then?" Metemon asked.
"It's just by that tall mountain over there! Come on, I’ll show you!" Doggymon barked as he ran off into
the distance as the other Digimon followed.

18 - The Waterfall Entrance
All the Digimon followed Doggymon to the huge mountain but Darukumon was no where is sight!
"LUPINMON!" Zorromon yelled hoping she would have escaped but there was no rely.
"MUM, WHERE ARE YOU!?" Okamimon called out into the distance.
"GRANDMA!" Lobodramon called but no one replied.
"GREAT GRANDMA, STOP PLAYING HIDE AND SEEK AND COME OUT!" Zashomon screeched
across the water but there was no reply. The Digimon hung their heads low. Suddenly, Aquamon
jumped out of the lake.
"I just went under the water and I saw that there is a giant cave behind the water fall!"
"I think that's where Lupinmon is!" Wormmon said.
"I agree!" Replied Masheedramon and without second thoughts, the Digimon were planning tactics to
get her back.
"Maybe we should all just charge in and yell SUPRISE!" Taynmon suggested.
"Are you mad?" Bugsmon asked Taynmon
"It was just an idea,” Taynmon said as he hung his head low.
"Maybe we could all come at him from different ways?" Vixymon suggested.
"But there's only one way in!" Wolvomon pointed out. The Digimon sighed.
"I guess we will just have to sneak in and attack!" Said Masheedramon. This had been their first plan but
they wanted to come up with something better but had failed. The Digimon nodded.
"But how are you all going to get in?" Rikumon asked. "There is no way in unless you swim or fly!"
"Hmmmmm" Masheedramon wandered.
"Can't you flying Digimon just carry us in?" Asked Punkdramon.
"That might make too much noise if we all keep running up and down the cave entrance to get in!"
Grizzlymon explained. The Digimon sighed again.
"It's a risk we will just have to take!" Okamimon said. The Digimon sighed again and nodded.

"I guess your right Okamimon!" Masheedramon said with a smile.
"So what are we waiting for?" Maneemon said with a grin.
"Let's go!" Honeymon screeched and with that, all the Digimon stood facing the waterfall, ready to fight
the evil Darukumon and rescue Lupinmon!

19 - Enter If You Dare
Aquamon, Taynmon, Wormmon and Grizzlymon all swam to the entrance. Grizzlymon carried his sister
on his back because she couldn't swim very well. Aquamon stuck his head out of the waterfall and gave
the Digimon a thumbs up sign. The Digimon nodded and started to go across. Rikumon carried,
Masheedramon on his back and held Lobodramon in-between his paws and flew them to the waterfall
entrance. Masheedramon also had Zashomon on her head too. Rebeldramon carried Wolfdramon on
her back and Zorromon in her paws to the other side whilst Flamelopmon carried Vixymon on her back
and Punkdramon in her paws. Doggymon carried Gatamon on his back and Maneemon in his paws to
the other side whilst Metemon carried Wolvomon on her back and Okamimon in her paws to the other
side then she flew back to pick up Bugsmon and fly her across. They all made it and no one had heard
them! They all went down a hall and stepped into a room. They were all amazed! The room was a giant
castle with an arena in the middle.
"Please, don't hurt me!" A Digimon called from behind the curtain of the arena.
"That's Lupinmon, I know it!" Zorromon yelled as he ran towards the curtain. Suddenly Darukumon sliced
the curtain open with his tail and growled in Zorromon's face. Zorromon stopped dead in his tracks and
stared wide eyed at the giant face staring down at him.
"Zorromon, move!" Masheedramon called but it was too late!
"Dark Cloud!" Darukumon screeched and a giant puff of dark smoke was blown at Zorromon. The smoke
disappeared and Zorromon shook his head. Suddenly his eyes glowed a bright red colour and he turned
to face the Digimon. He growled and then ran towards them. They all ran away as he tried to slash at the
Digimon.
"Dark Lightning Claw!" He cried as black lightning flew out of his claws and flew towards the Digimon.
Multiple lightning strikes flew towards the Digimon. Wolvomon got hit in his chest and he flew to the
floor.
"Wolvomon, are you ok?" Bugsmon said as she walked up to him. Wolvomon's eyes turned red and he
howled at Bugsmon and hit her out of the way. She fell to the floor and Masheedramon came to help her
up. Wolvomon ran towards Zorromon and stood next to him. They faced away from each other and
started to screech. Zorromon screeched like a fox and Wolvomon howled like a wolf. Suddenly, a giant
black tornado was forming round them as they screeched. They both turned towards the Digimon and
shouted out
"Black Whirlwind!" Suddenly, the whirlwind started to fly towards the Digimon. They all screamed and
started to run away but it was too late for some of them. The whirlwind caught Wolfdramon and
Taynmon and swallowed them into the vortex created by the whirlwind. They both flew out of the vortex
and their eyes began glowing red. They ran up to Zorromon and Wolvomon and joined in the chorus of
screeching and howling. Wolfdramon howled next to Wolvomon and the howling became unbearable.
The Digimon covered up their ears to try and block out the noise. Taynmon roared like a T Rex next to

Zorromon and made the chorus a whole lot worse. Darukumon laughed on the throne that he was sitting
on with Lupinmon in a cage next to him. Lupinmon knew how to stop this. She had to destroy the
black dagger around Darukumon’s neck. It was in the shape of a huge dagger with blood marks on the
end and a huge golden handle. Meanwhile, the four Digimon had made another vortex and black
whirlwind but this time even bigger! This time it snatched up Grizzlymon, Doggymon, Wormmon and
Rikumon and before long they were joining in the terrible chorus of screeching. Grizzlymon stood next to
Wolfdramon and growled like a bear whilst Rikumon and Doggymon stood next to Taynmon and barked
like dogs. Wormmon stood in the middle and made noises like a thunderstorm thus creating another,
even larger whirlwind and vortex. This one snatched up the rest of the male Digimon, which were,
Maneemon, Lobodramon and Aquamon. Aquamon stood next to Rikumon and growled like a bear but
kind of softer than Grizzlymon because he was an aqua bear so he had a gentle roar that kind of
sounded like running water and a bears roar mixed together. Lobodramon howled next to his father,
Wolfdramon, and the howling got ten times worse! Maneemon stood next to Wormmon and yowled like
a group of wild cats fighting over a mouse. The rest of the Digimon, who were all females, stared in
shock at their loves and friends.

20 - Lupinmon Saves The Day Even When She's Dying!
"Lobodramon, snap out of it! I love you Loby, don't do this, And Wormmon, I thought you were my
brother!" Masheedramon screeched at Lobodramon and Wormmon with tears in her eyes.
"Dad, stop this now!" Zashomon called to her father as a tear formed in her eye.
"Wolfdramon, what's wrong, why are you acting like this?" Okamimon screamed as tears fell on her pelt.
"Maneemon, stop it! I thought you loved me!" Gatamon cried as she lay her head in her paws and let
tears fall down her face.
"Grizzlymon, what's wrong, I love you and you love me so why are you trying to hurt me?" Punkdramon
mewed as tears fell to the ground.
"What's wrong big brother?" Honeymon shouted to Grizzlymon with a puzzled look on her face. As she
was young, she had no idea what was going on but a small tear ran down her cheek anyway.
"Rikumon, weren’t we friends?" Vixymon called out to Rikumon as he stared at her with dark red eyes.
"Taynmon, why are you doing this?" Metemon shouted out to Taynmon.
"Wolvomon, stop this now!" Bugsmon shouted to Wolvomon with an angry but scared face.
"Aquamon, what's wrong with you?" Flamelopmon shouted across to him.
"Why are you doing this Doggymon?" Rebeldramon screeched towards Doggymon. The noisy chorus
continued and another whirlwind started to form.
"ZORROMON, NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!" Lupinmon howled as she jumped up in her cage."Raging
Flames!" She called out and shot flames at the dagger on Darukumon's neck. It shattered to pieces in
front of Darukumon and Lupinmon collapsed breathless on the cage floor.
"You stupid fool!" Darukumon shouted at Lupinmon. She looked into his eyes with fear and he bared his
teeth at her. The male Digimon shook their heads and ran over to their friends and loves.
"I'm so sorry Masheedramon, please forgive me! You too Zashomon!" Lobodramon cried as he hugged
them and tears fell down his cheek.
"I'm so sorry sis!" Wormmon sniffed as he hugged Masheedramon.
"Please forgive me Okamimon, I will always love you!" Wolfdramon cried as he hugged Okamimon
tightly.

"Gatamon, I do love you, with all my heart! Please forgive me" Maneemon said as he hugged Gatamon
and a tear fell down his nose.
"Punkdramon, I love you so much, I would never try to hurt you on purpose and you too Honeymon!"
Grizzlymon sniffed as he hugged them tightly and tears fell down his face.
"I'm sorry Vixymon, we are friends and always will be!" Rikumon smiled at Vixymon and she smiled
back.
"I'm so sorry!" Taynmon said and he held out his hand to Metemon to shake. She shook it as they both
smiled.
"Sorry Bugsmon" Wolvomon said with a sad look on his face but Bugsmon smiled and held her hand up
to do a high five with Wolvomon. He grinned and slapped his hand in the air.
"I'll never do that again, I promise!" Aquamon smiled at Flamelopmon and they both laughed.
"LUPINMON!" Zorromon yelped as he saw Darukumon holding her by her neck and scratching her with
his poisonous claws. "Not so fast!" He grinned. "This time, we are ready to fight you!" Screeched
Zorromon as all the Digimon stood next to him in battle poses grinning. This was a fight that they would
never forget!

21 - Darukumon's Defeat But Bad News
The Digimon eyed Darukumon and he eyed them back. Suddenly, he howled an ear-piercing howl and
charged towards the group of Digimon. The Digimon jumped out of the way as Darukumon shot out a
powerful flame ball at them.
"Poison Flame!" He howled out another flame that just missed Masheedramon's fluffy tail.
"Grrrrrr, you are gonna get it now!" Masheedramon screeched as she built up a huge burning torpedo in
her mouth. "Burning Dart!" She screamed as a huge flaming torpedo shot from her mouth and scraped
Darukumon across the chest. He jumped back in pain clutching his burning chest and then eyed
Masheedramon.
"Poison Flame!" He shouted out again throwing another poisonous flame directly at Masheedramon.
"Ice Blast!" Wolfdramon howled as he jumped in front of Masheedramon and shot out a blast of ice at
the huge flame in attempt to melt it. He almost had it but it didn't quite stop it.
"Hydra Pump!" Aquamon jumped in using his strongest attack and he splashed a huge water blast from
his mouth and it blasted out into a huge cannon of water that covered the huge fireball and it went out!
Darukumon went red with anger and he howled out another new attack.
"Red Paws!" He howled out and his paws turned red and they melted anything he touched. He tried to
punch Metemon but she dodged away. Darukumon growled again as he got even madder. This time,
Wormmon shouted out Sticky Nat Net and caught Darukumon in a net. As he struggled to get free, the
other Digimon started to attack.
"Leaf Spin" Wormmon shouted as razor sharp leaves formed in a wind around Wormmon and then
started to cut Darukumon.
"Lightning Ice!" Okamimon screeched as electric ice flew from her paws and hit Darukumon.
"Destiny Star!" Lobodramon cried as water stars flew out of his mouth and shot lightning at Darukumon.
"Icy Moon!" Zashomon yowled as an icy moon shape shout out of her heart pendant and froze
Darukumon's legs. Darukumon was furious. He ripped open the net and cracked open the ice on his legs
and jumped on top of Wormmon, Okamimon, Lobodramon and Zashomon.
"Oh no!" Zorromon cried as he ran over to Darukumon and started to attack him from behind. "Blazing
Fang!" He yelled as his fangs burnt on fire and flew at Darukumon.
"Paw Blast!" Vixymon yelled as her paws glowed gold and she shot golden spheres at Darukumon.
"Bear Strike!" Grizzlymon growled as he shot a bear shaped totem out of his chest and it hit

Darukumon's head.
"Fire Punch!" Punkdramon yowled as she punched Darukumon with a flaming paw. Darukumon turned
round and clamped the Digimon under his paw. Suddenly, all the Digimon heard a noise from above.
They all looked up and saw a huge pink dragon with a fox type Digimon on her back fly down onto the
battlefield.
"Hi! I'm Veramon! One of Wolfdramon's friends!" The pink dragon type Digimon said as she shrunk down
to normal size.
"Hi! I'm Zorromon's cousin, Vixenmon!" The fox type Digimon smiled. The Digimon stared but then
jumped as Darukumon howled at the roof of the cave.
"We will help you fight!" Veramon roared and with that, she hurled herself at Darukumon. "Dragon Blast!"
She cried as she glowed red and hit Darukumon with burning energy. Vixenmon gracefully jumped up.
"Egyptian Pyro!" She shouted and a huge pyro blast shot out of her mouth and hit Darukumon on his
nose. The rest of the Digimon continued to fight.
"Honey Crystal!" Honeymon roared as honey crystals flew out of her honeycomb and hit Darukumon in
his stomach.
"Nova Breath!" Taynmon roared as he shot a flame ball at Darukumon knocking him to the floor.
"Thunder Shock!" Rebeldramon screamed as she was surrounded by electricity and she shot bolts at
Darukumon as he howled in pain.
"Thunder Tooth!" Gatamon mewed as her teeth shot fire at Darukumon's face
"Fire Wing!" Flamelopmon called as she blew fire from her wings into Darukumon's face.
"Wolf Sword Tactics!" Wolvomon howled as his sword glowed orange and he used combo tactics on
Darukumon.
"Magic Eye!" Maneemon yelled as his eyes glowed yellow and he shot beams at Darukumon.
"Pink Wing!" Rikumon barked as his wings glowed brighter and he sliced Darukumon with them.
"Choke Bubble!" Metemon roared as she blew bubbles that choked Darukumon painfully.
"Electric Flame Paw!" Doggymon woofed as his paws turned red and he shot electric flames from them
at Darukumon.
"Tail Strike!" Bugsmon screamed as her tail grew longer and she whacked Darukumon. Darukumon
couldn't take all of these attacks and he started to fade away. He breathed heavily and looked at
Zorromon.

"You may have beaten me but you don't know how to cure Lupinmon and if you don't do it in time she
will die!" Darukumon laughed as he got deleted. The Digimon stared in horror at Lupinmon who was on
the floor barely breathing.

22 - Good News, A Spotmon And Zorromon's Journey Begins!
Everyone ran over to Lupinmon and looked at her. She was breathing heavily and couldn't move.
Zorromon picked her up in his arms and kissed her lightly on her cheek.
"Lupinmon, it's gonna be ok, we will find the cure and save you!" Zorromon whispered into Lupinmon's
ear and a tear rolled down his cheek. The Digimon stepped back and tried to hold tears back. When they
thought all was lost, a bright light appeared behind all of the Digimon. As it dimmed out, the Digimon
could see the figure of a Digimon standing in the light. As it had fully disappeared, they could see who
the Digimon was.
"Mendinamon!" They all shouted with joy. Mendinamon smiled and began to speak.
"I’ve found out the cure for Lupinmon but it can only work if her love gets it for her." He began.
Zorromon stepped forward.
"I'll do anything to save her!" He said bravely. Mendinamon nodded.
"You have to climb to the top of Mount Teparash and pick the ultra rare Aqua Berry that rests in a golden
fruit case at the top of the Mancala tree. The Aqua Berry is a rare fruit that only grows on the Mancala
tree at the top of Mount Teparash. It looks like an aqua drop on a grape vine. There will be a few but the
ripest will be right at the very top in the golden fruit case and you need that one to save Lupinmon."
Mendinamon explained.
"For Lupinmon, I’ll do it!" Zorromon growled with pride.
"I can fly you to the top of Mount Teparash!" Veramon smiled but Mendinamon shook his head.
"Zorromon must do it alone." Mendinamon said calmly. The Digimon hung their heads low but then
Mendinamon smiled. "I have heard from my friend, Triceramon, that a Spotmon has hatched in the
sacred Digimon nursery! It could be your friend, Leopardmon!" The Digimon jumped up with joy!
"Leopardmon! He's coming back!" Rebeldramon jumped with joy! Everyone cheered but Vixymon hung
her head low. She had secretly fallen in love with Leopardmon but he already had Rebeldramon.
"What's the sacred Digimon Nursery?" Gatamon asked.
"It's a secret nursery that no one knows about except the Quartz Moon Stone guardians but Triceramon
said I could tell you because you are saving the Digital World!" Mendinamon explained. The Digimon
cheered. "I can take 2 of you to come and get the Spotmon, who would like to go?" Mendinamon asked.
"I want to!" Rebeldramon screamed out.
"I'll come too!" Vixymon said quietly. They both hopped onto Mendinamon's back and they all flew off.

Meanwhile, Zorromon got ready for his journey for the Aqua Berry. Okamimon packed a huge rucksack
of food and drinks. She packed chocolate, Pizza, pop, cola, water, cakes, apples, pears, plums, pasta,
berries, celery, chicken, cheese and pickle sandwiches and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches for him
to take. Lobodramon packed a bag of supplies. He packed torches, ropes, pick hammers, cutlery and
cups, plates, sticks and a toothbrush for Zorromon to take with him. When he was finally ready, he
walked out of the cave mouth and ran down the cave. Everyone waved to him as he went off on the
journey of a lifetime!

23 - The Sacred Digimon Nursery And A New Enemy
Mendinamon flew at top speed for 20 minutes and then he landed in front of a bush in a tropical
rainforest.
"Um, Mendinamon, that's a bush!" Rebeldramon pointed out. Mendinamon closed his eyes and
whispered some words. Then he put his paw onto a rock and the bush opened up!
"Wow!" Vixymon and Rebeldramon gasped. Mendinamon smiled and then walked into the bush.
Vixymon and Rebeldramon followed behind him. Suddenly, a huge Triceramon came out of cave and
greeted them. Vixymon and Rebeldramon gasped, as this was no ordinary Triceramon. This one was
gold and had wings and the same markings as Paranugumimon on her cheek, wings and pendant.
"Ah, you must be here for that Spotmon huh?" Triceramon asked Vixymon and Rebeldramon. They both
nodded and followed Triceramon to the cave where he was before.
"Um, Triceramon, are you a Quartz Moon Stone guardian?" Vixymon asked Triceramon.
"Why, yes, I am!" Triceramon smiled. "I protect the Sacred Digimon Nursery as well as the Quartz Moon
Stone!" They kept walking and Triceramon opened up a curtain and lifted a cover off a nest. Sitting in the
nest, was a leopard ball type Digimon with a tuft of hair and a long spotty tail.
"Well, what do you know? He Digivolved!" Triceramon smiled. This Digimon was in fact not a Spotmon
but a Lorkamon. Triceramon lifted Lorkamon out of the nest and placed him into Rebeldramon's arms.
Lorkamon woke up and grinned when he saw Rebeldramon.
"Rebeldramon!" He screamed as he kissed her cheek. Vixymon stood there and watched with her head
hanging low.
"Hey, Vixymon, aren't you happy?" Rebeldramon asked.
"Huh? Oh, of course I am!" Vixymon managed a smile. They all thanked Triceramon and hopped onto
Mendinamon's back. When they were flying back, a terrible storm started to brew and a lightning bolt hit
Mendinamon! He fell to the ground with a crash scattering Rebeldramon, Vixymon and Lorkamon all
over a scary forest. Vixymon woke up first to find herself lying in a filthy swamp.
"Ugh, why does this stuff always happen to me?" Vixymon asked herself as she got up and shook
pondweed and mud off her fur coat. She was just about to lift some pondweed off her nose when she
noticed a yellow spotty ball floating in the water. She screamed.
"Lorkamon!" She ran over and picked the little bundle up. Lorkamon opened his eyes and smiled. "
Thanks Vixymon! I owe you one!" Lorkamon smiled. Vixymon smiled back but suddenly, they both felt
the cold breeze again. They turned around and saw Paranugumimon with a black leopard type Digimon

that looked just like Leopardmon but with grey markings and a cape around his neck standing next to
him. Lorkamon snarled.
"Shadowkingmon!" He snarled at the black version of himself in rookie stage. Shadowkingmon laughed.
"Well, well, well, if it isn't the weak little fool Leopardmon, but oh wait! He's a puny Lorkamon now!"
Shadowkingmon laughed. Vixymon growled at the evil Digimon.
"Shadowkingmon will finish you off as there is only 2 of you and one of you is at in-training form!"
Paranugumimon laughed as he sank into the floor. Shadowkingmon grinned and then leapt up and
knocked Lorkamon out of Vixymon's paws. Vixymon screamed as she saw Lorkamon roll down a hill and
hit his head in a tree. He lay there unconscious.
"Now, to finish you off my dear!" Shadowkingmon laughed as he turned towards Vixymon and started to
run towards her at top speed and hit her in the chest. Vixymon lay on the floor with her eyes closed. As
she slowly opened them, she saw Shadowkingmon standing with his hands on his hips and laughing at
her and Lorkamon. She growled and her eyes turned fire red. She got up and walked towards
Shadowkingmon. Shadowkingmon stopped laughing and looked at her. Vixymon walked closer and
closer to Shadowkingmon and started to burn up into huge flames! Shadowkingmon backed away a bit
but then grinned.
"Water shield!" He cried as a huge shield made of water formed around him and he stood there blowing
his claws as if he was at home. Vixymon suddenly charged towards Shadowkingmon at top speed and
ran into the water shield. She was so hot and angry that the fire around her evaporated the water shield
and her burning body flew straight into Shadowkingmon! He flew into a tree and 3 mangoes fell on his
head! Vixymon stood there and eyed Shadowkingmon. He looked at her with fear in his eyes and then
turned tail and ran off.
"He will be back." Vixymon snarled as he ran off into the distance. She ran over to Lorkamon who was
lying on the floor with a cut on his cheek. She picked him up and hugged him. He woke up noticed that
she was hugging him. He cleared his throat and Vixymon pulled herself away from him.
"Sorry, I was just happy that you were ok!" Vixymon half lied but Lorkamon smiled. He jumped out of
Vixymon's arms and they walked off to find Mendinamon and Rebeldramon!

24 - Leopardmon's Mistake
Meanwhile, Rebeldramon was trying to find the rest of the gang. Suddenly. She was hit to the ground by
a huge black shadow. She turned around and saw Shadowkingmon. She mistook him for Leopardmon
and flew her arms around him! Shadowkingmon grinned and started to kiss her on the lips.
Rebeldramon thought that Shadowkingmon was still Leopardmon so she kissed him back. Suddenly,
Lorkamon and Vixymon burst out of the trees and saw Rebeldramon and Shadowkingmon kissing.
Lorkamon stared at them and tears formed in his eyes.
"Rebeldramon! I thought you loved me!" Lorkamon screamed at his love. Rebeldramon and
Shadowkingmon broke from their kiss and Rebeldramon stared at Lorkamon and then at
Shadowkingmon.
"Hey, your not Leopardmon!" She screeched as she ran towards Lorkamon but Shadowkingmon
grabbed her arm and pulled her towards him.
"No, but aren't I even better than that scruffy little ball?" Shadowkingmon asked Rebeldramon.
"He's not a scruffy little ball and he's much better than you!" Rebeldramon cried as she tried to run over
to Lorkamon but Shadowkingmon wouldn't let her go. He pulled her into another kiss as she tried to
escape. From were Lorkamon and Vixymon were standing, it looked as if she wanted to kiss
Shadowkingmon so Lorkamon turned and ran into the forest. Vixymon was close behind him.
"He runs fast for someone with no legs!" Vixymon panted. She followed him to a beautiful river where he
was sitting and crying.
"Lorkamon?" Vixymon said quietly. Lorkamon looked up and anger grew inside him. He glowed red and
a flame grew on his tail suddenly his tail broke into 3 tails and he started to slash at the trees.
Suddenly, 2 of his tails turned into arms that grew out of his sides. Another 2 tails grew and turned into
legs. The ball he was turned into a head and he grew a body. He kept on slashing at trees and a huge
tree fell on top of Vixymon. Leopardmon stood in the place of Lorkamon and his eyes burned red and his
paws and feet were burning with flames. When he saw Vixymon's paw sticking out from under a huge
tree trunk, the flames burnt away and his eyes turned back to black. He gasped.
"No, what have I done!?" He screamed as he ran over to the tree and kicked it off Vixymon. He picked
her up in his arms and hugged her tightly. She woke up and cleared her throat. Leopardmon jumped
back and smiled as she got up. He ran over and hugged her again. He lifted up his head and looked into
Vixymon's blue eyes.
"Vixymon, your so beautiful! I love you so much!" Leopardmon confessed as he stared into her eyes.
Vixymon smiled.
"Really? I love you too!" Vixymon smiled as she leaned forward and they both kissed. Rebeldramon ran
through the forest following their tracks with a badly hurt Shadowkingmon left lying unconscious on the

floor. She ran over to the river and peeked through the leaves just in time to see Leopardmon and
Vixymon kissing under the moon! Tears filled up in Rebeldramon's eyes and she cried out loud.
Leopardmon and Vixymon broke from their kiss to see Rebeldramon crying her eyes out under the
moon.
"I thought you loved me?" She sniffed.
"And I thought you loved me too, but you went off with that Shadowkingmon!" Leopardmon shouted at
Rebeldramon. Tears formed in her eyes again as Leopardmon scowled at her.
"I didn't run off with him, he wouldn't let me go!" Rebeldramon shouted. "I though that he was you so I
hugged him and then he kissed me but when I saw that he wasn't you, I tried to run away but he
wouldn't let me!" Rebeldramon sniffed again. "I finally got away by knocking him out and I come to see
you and Vixymon kissing!" She howled and started to cry out loud again. Leopardmon stared at her with
sad eyes.
"I'm sorry Rebeldramon, I didn't know!" He said as he ran over to hug her but she got up and ran back
the way she had come. Leopardmon stopped and turned to see Vixymon running the other way crying
too.
"What have I done?" Leopardmon sighed.

25 - Rebeldramon And Shadowkingmon Join Forces
Leopardmon didn't know who to follow, Vixymon or Rebeldramon. He sat down and put his head in his
paws. He decided to follow Vixymon in the end so he ran as fast as he could the way Vixymon had run.
Meanwhile, Rebeldramon was running back the way she came and she saw Shadowkingmon limping
towards a water hole to try and get a drink. She ran over and helped him up and let him hold onto her
shoulder to limp to the water hole.
"Why did you help me?" Shadowkingmon asked Rebeldramon with a puzzled look on his face.
"I guess I just don't know what to do now!" She sniffed. Shadowkingmon lapped up some water from the
water hole and then turned to Rebeldramon who was sitting down and sniffing. Shadowkingmon noticed
a tear roll down her cheek. He wiped it away. This shocked Rebeldramon and she turned around to see
Shadowkingmon smiling at her. She hung her head low again though.
"I thought he loved me but he went off with Vixymon!" Rebeldramon cried. Shadowkingmon looked at
her.
"He may not love you, but I do!" Shadowkingmon grinned as he leaned towards Rebeldramon.
Rebeldramon looked at him with wide eyes and then leaned forward too. They kissed under the stars
and this time, Rebeldramon didn't try to run away! Meanwhile, Leopardmon was hot on Vixymon's trail
and I mean hot! She had left burning footprints in the sand that felt like fire! Leopardmon panted and
looked at his burnt paws. Suddenly, he noticed Vixymon crying under a huge tree. He crept up to her
and put his arm on her shoulder. She jumped up and turned to see Leopardmon.
I thought you went after Rebeldramon" Vixymon said.
"Nope, I went after you because you saved me from Shadowkingmon!" Leopardmon smiled.
"Yeah." Vixymon said. She turned towards Leopardmon and then they walked back the way they had
come. Meanwhile, Rebeldramon and Shadowkingmon had broken from their kiss.
"Hey Rebeldramon, if you want revenge on that scruffy Leopardmon then join me, we can defeat him
together!" Shadowkingmon laughed.
"Ok, I will!" Rebeldramon grinned evilly and with that, Rebeldramon picked Shadowkingmon up and they
flew off into the distance. Leopardmon and Vixymon searched for Rebeldramon for hours but suddenly
Mendinamon appeared.
"Oh thank good ness your safe!" Mendinamon said. "Quick, we have to get back to the rest of the
group!" He panted.
"But what about Rebeldramon?!" Vixymon asked.

"There is no time, we have to get back!" Mendinamon exclaimed so Vixymon and Leopardmon jumped
onto Mendinamon's back and they flew back to the rest of the group.

26 - Wolfdramon And Okamimon Are Parents Again
"Hey Mendinamon, what's the big hurry?" Vixymon asked Mendinamon.
"Okamimon is giving birth to Wolfdramon's new child!" Mendinamon said with a worried look on his face.
"WHAT?!" Vixymon and Leopardmon said together.
"Don't you think Rebeldramon should be here too?" Leopardmon asked.
"I’ve searched everywhere for her but she's no where in sight o we have to get back now!" Mendinamon
replied. They all landed by the cave where they had fought Darukumon and they all ran into the cave.
Taynmon and Grizzlymon were guarding the door and they wouldn't let Leopardmon in!
"Sorry Leopardmon, girls only! Digimon will only give birth around female Digimon!" Taynmon explained.
Leopardmon backed away and Vixymon ran through the door that Grizzlymon held open for her. When
she got in, Masheedramon, Lupinmon, Zashomon, Punkdramon, Honeymon, Flamelopmon, Gatamon,
Metemon, Bugsmon and Veramon were crowded around Okamimon. Vixymon pushed in to help out. It
seemed like they were in there for hours especially for Wolfdramon. He was so worried but then he
realised something.
"Hey, where's Rebeldramon?" He asked.
"We couldn't fin her, I’ll go and search for her now though!" Mendinamon said as he flew out of the cave
and back to the scary forest. Wolfdramon sat down again. Grizzlymon put his paw on his shoulder.
"Hey, it will be ok, you will have a new son or daughter any moment now!" Grizzlymon comforted
Wolfdramon.
"Thanks pal!" Wolfdramon grinned. Suddenly, 2 figures burst into the room. Everyone gasped when they
saw Shadowkingmon and Rebeldramon standing paw in paw and grinning evilly at the group of Digimon.
"Rebeldramon!" Wolfdramon shouted.
"Shadowkingmon!" Leopardmon yowled.
"Ha ha ha! Now who's laughing now Leopardmon?!" Rebeldramon laughed evilly as she hit Leopardmon
in his face with her static ball. Leopardmon clutched his face and scowled at Rebeldramon.
"You ran away from me!" He screamed.
"No, you ran off with Vixymon!" Rebeldramon yowled. Everyone gasped and turned towards
Leopardmon.

"I thought she went off with Shadowkingmon!" Leopardmon said.
"Well she has now!" Shadowkingmon scowled. Everyone gasped even louder as Shadowkingmon and
Rebeldramon jumped into the air and attacked Leopardmon. Leopardmon flew into a wall and a pile of
bricks landed on his head. He lay there unconscious as Rebeldramon bit his ear. Wolvomon punched
Rebeldramon lightly and knocked her off Leopardmon.
"Rebeldramon, you don't belong with Shadowkingmon, you belong here with us as a heroin!" Taynmon
said. Rebeldramon got up and stared at Taynmon with confusion.
"Your just like the rest of them, worthless!" Shadowkingmon scowled as he punched Rebeldramon in her
stomach. She flew down next to Leopardmon and rocks landed on her head too!
"Grrrrrr, you asked for it!" Wolfdramon howled as he threw himself at Shadowkingmon.
"Wolf Paw!" He howled as he slapped Shadowkingmon hard across the face and left him running out of
the cave whimpering. Wolfdramon howled and then turned to Rebeldramon.
"Are you ok?" He asked.
"Yeah, I’m fine" She said as she got up. She turned to Wolfdramon and Taynmon. "Thank you" She
smiled as they both hugged her. When she heard the news of the new baby, she ran into the cave door
to help. The rest of the Digimon waited for any news whilst Grizzlymon and Aquamon were treating
Leopardmon. 2 hours later, Masheedramon walked out of the door and turned o Wolfdramon grinning.
"Congratulations Wolfdramon, your a father of a beautiful egg!" She beamed as Wolfdramon jumped up
and ran into the room to see Okamimon lying with a stripy egg in-between her paws. She smiled when
she saw Wolfdramon.
"Say hello to our new egg Wolfy!" Okamimon smiled at Wolfdramon. Wolfdramon nuzzled Okamimon
and kissed her cheek and then he rubbed the egg to help keep it warm. Gatamon walked in with a cover
to keep the egg warm and everyone else smiled.

27 - The Death Potion
All the Digimon settled down to rest for the night. It was cold outside, it was so cold that it started to
snow! Taynmon and Grizzlymon ran back inside from guard duty. They couldn't stay out there so they
fell asleep with the rest of the Digimon. Seeing the unguarded cave, Shadowkingmon had an idea! He
crept in with a small bag in his hand. He walked up to Rebeldramon and tipped the bag over her. Black
pieces of shimmering glass fell over her and dissolved into her purple fur coat. She scratched a bit and
then slowly opened her eyes. They were blood shod and burning red! Shadowkingmon laughed as
Rebeldramon got up and looked at him.
"Now, you are evil again and nothing will stop you from being evil now, not even your puny friends!"
Shadowkingmon laughed and Rebeldramon started to laugh too! Then, Rebeldramon picked up
Shadowkingmon again and flew him to another cave full of evil science equipment. She put him down
and then followed him to a table with a huge pan of bubbling liquid on it.
"This is my death potion!" Shadowkingmon grinned. "It will kill all of the Digimon Destiny group but I will
need your help!" He said looking at Rebeldramon. Rebeldramon grinned and nodded. "You have to take
this potion and put it in all of your friends food and then, they will die!" Shadowkingmon and
Rebeldramon laughed hysterically and he handed her a tube of potion. "Put one drop in everyone's food
and then watch them die!" He laughed as Rebeldramon flew out of the door and back to the cave where
the group were asleep. When they all woke up in the morning, Rebeldramon had made a fry up for all of
the Digimon.
"It's to say sorry for what I did!" She beamed. The Digimon were thrilled and were just about to eat their
dinner when suddenly, Okamimon screamed! Everyone turned to her and saw that the egg was moving!
They all waited for it to crack open but t stopped shaking and lay still again. The Digimon all sighed and
turned back towards her breakfast. They were all going to take a bite but it was all stone cold now!
"Sorry Rebeldramon, maybe you could cook it again tomorrow!" Masheedramon grinned washing up her
bowl. Rebeldramon scowled and broke the empty tube of poison in her paws.
"I'm just going to have a walk!" She said as she flew off to the cave where Shadowkingmon was waiting
for her return!

28 - Zorromon's Survival Stradegy
Meanwhile, Zorromon was running through the forest towards Mount Teparash. When he got to the base
he looked up.
"Wow, it looks much steeper from down here!" He sighed and started to climb up the mountain. He kept
climbing until he got to a ledge and rested. He looked up again and it didn't look as if he had climbed any
of the mountain at all! He sighed and kept climbing.
"If only there was another way to get up!" He thought as he kept on climbing. Suddenly, he noticed a
tree branch and that gave him an idea! He pulled it back and then let go and he flew up a bit of the
mountain. He caught a ledge and climbed up. He looked up again.
"It looks like I’m making a bit of progress!" He smiled as he climbed up some more until he saw another
branch. He kept using branches until he got right to the top of Mount Teparash!
"Finally!" he said. "Now, to find that Aqua Berry!" He grinned as he walked off into a forest. He searched
around for a while and then he saw a huge tree with tiny droplets of water on vines on it.
"The Mancala Tree!" He cheered as he ran up to it. He looked up at the top of the tree and saw a golden
fruit case.
"That must be where the Aqua Berry is!" he said to himself. He started to climb the tree and got to the
top. He picked the golden fruit case and it opened up to reveal a huge aqua drop on a long vine!
"Wow!" He admired the beautiful fruit. He put it in his rucksack and then climbed down. Suddenly his
stomach growled.
"I think it's time for lunch!" He grinned as he pulled out a peanut butter and jelly sandwich out of his bag
and gulped it down. He was just about to take out another sandwich when suddenly a huge Flymon flew
out of the sky and stole his bag!
"Hey, bring that back!" Zorromon growled as the Flymon buzzed away in the distance. Zorromon sighed.
It was getting late and all of his supplies and food was in that bag! He saw a yellow book sticking out
from a rock not too far away so he ran over to it and picked it up.
"Survival guide!" He read and then hugged the book. "It must have dropped out of my bag when the
Flymon stole it! The Aqua Berry was also lying on the floor next to the survival guide. He grinned and
picked it up and then he opened the survival guide to page one.
"Hmmmm, it says that I need to find a cave for shelter at night time!" He read. Zorromon closed the book
and looked around. In the corner of his eye, he saw some bushes. He pushed the bushes apart from
each other and a cave emerged from them!

"Wow!" Zorromon said. He walked into the empty cave and then opened up the survival guide again.
"Now I have to make a fire!" He read. "First I have to make a circle of rocks!" He read more as he made
a circle of rocks from the rocks on the cave floor. He then opened up the survival guide again.
"Now I need a log for the fire!" He read so he walked out side and found a big log and brought it back to
put on the fire. He then picked up the survival guide again.
"Now I need to light the fire!" He read with a frown. "How do I light it?" He read on. "With a match." It
read. "Great!" Zorromon looked down. He walked outside and saw a Koromon standing outside the cave
mouth. Zorromon stared at the Koromon. Suddenly it smiled and started to burn up on flames! Zorromon
smiled and let the Koromon follow him into the cave. The Koromon stood by the fire and started to burn
up in flames. Zorromon grinned but the log just smoked. Zorromon frowned and opened up the survival
guide again.
"It says we need some tinder which is paper, cotton on just about anything that burns!" He read. He
thought for a minute and then had an idea! He started to tear up the survival guide and throw the paper
onto the fire! The Koromon smiled and burnt the fire and they sat there and felt the warm heat from the
fire. Then Zorromon had a bad thought.
"How do I know what to do without that survival guide now?!" He sighed. Then his stomach growled
again. He went outside with the Koromon keeping the fire burning and saw an icy cold river. He saw
huge fish swimming around in it. He lay very still by the edge of the river and then fished out 2 huge
fishes. He brought them back to the cave and put them on the fire. After they were cooked, he gave one
to the Koromon and then they both ate. He got back up and went back to the river. He found a rock that
looked like a bowl and used it to scoop up some icy cold water. He took it back to the cave and put it
over the fire to heat any germs and then he took it off and drank it and gave some to the Koromon. After
that he was feeling tired so he fell asleep with the Koromon beside him and the Aqua Berry in his paws.

29 - Back On The Ground
The next morning, Zorromon opened his eyes and the Koromon was gone! He searched everywhere for
it but he couldn't find it. Zorromon sighed and stepped outside. It was a beautiful sunny day!
"Awesome! Now I can climb down the mountain and get back to poor Lupinmon!" He jumped with joy as
he started to run down the to the edge of Mount Teparash. He stated to climb down but this seemed
even harder than climbing up! He nearly slipped off the edge and got very scared.
"I have to do this for Lupinmon!" He growled as he built up all of his courage and started to climb down
the mountain again. He was doing well until the Flymon that had taken his bag came crashing towards
him!
"Brown Stingers!" The Flymon buzzed and he shot poisonous stingers from his abdomen at Zorromon.
One just missed Zorromon's head and he started t get angry.
"Lightning Claw!" Zorromon cried as lightning hit Flymon. A huge bolt went through the Flymon's wing
and the Flymon couldn't fly anymore! He went crashing down to the ground with a huge thud and a huge
pile of dust plummeting into the air nearly hitting Zorromon right at the top of the mountain! Zorromon
grinned at his good work and continued to climb down. Suddenly, he dropped the Aqua Berry and it fell
down about 10 feet and landed right on the edge of a loose tree branch. Zorromon screamed and slowly
climbed down to get the Aqua Berry. He nearly had it and he just caught it in his paws before it slipped
off.
"Phew!" He sighed as he wiped his forehead. Suddenly, the branch started to crack! He looked back and
the branch was about to break off! He started to run back but the branch snapped and Zorromon and the
Aqua Berry came crashing through the air. Zorromon caught onto another branch with his tail. He gulped
as he looked down and then he slowly crawled onto a ledge.
"Wow, that was really close!" He gulped as sweat dripped down his forehead. He slowly and carefully
climbed down the rest of the mountain with the Aqua Berry.
"WAHOO! I MADE IT!" He skipped and danced at the foot of Mount Teparash. He ran as fast as he
could back to the cave where Lupinmon and the rest of the group waited for his return.

30 - Lupinmon Saved And Rebeldramon's Evil Rein
Zorromon ran as fast as he could back to the cave where Lupinmon was heavily breathing on a be.
Okamimon was fanning her, Lobodramon was fluffing her pillow and Zashomon was holding a drink for
Lupinmon to drink from.
"ZORROMON!" Everyone cheered as he entered the cave. They all ran over to him and hugged him.
Suddenly, Mendinamon flew through the door!
"Ah, Zorromon, do you have the Aqua berry?" Mendinamon asked.
"Right here!" Zorromon squeeled. The other Digimon jumped for joy!
"Now, let Lupinmon eat that and she should heal!" Mendinamon smiled. Zorromon ran over to Lupinmon
and placed the Aqua Berry in front of her. The golden fruit case opened up to reveal a huge aqua drop
on a long vine. Lupinmon picked it up and began to eat it. When she had finished it, a huge
golden aurora formed around her and then a huge sparkly bang was heard and seen and Lupinmon
slowly got up. She smiled and then ran over and kissed Zorromon on the lips.
"Thank you Zorromon, I’d be lost without you!" She screamed as she kissed him again. All of the
Digimon cheered as loud as they could except for Rebeldramon. That night, Rebeldramon cooked a
huge meal for the Digimon to celebrate. She opened up a fresh tube of Death Potion and poured it all
over the meal and then she took it into the main room of the cave. All the Digimon were just about to eat
when Wormmon shouted something.
"STOP! I HAVE RADAR EYES AND THEY SAY THAT THIS FOOD IS COVERED IN POISON!" He
shouted. The other Digimon gasped and then turned to Rebeldramon. Wormmon took a close look at
her fur coat and then found a bunch of glass in her fur.
"Rebeldramon is covered in glass that makes Digimon evil!" He cried. The Digimon gasped even louder.
Rebeldramon gasped and started to make a run for the cave but Taynmon and Grizzlymon blocked the
doorway. She bared her teeth at them but they didn't move. Masheedramon and Lobodramon came
running in with a huge tub of hot water and they poured it over Rebeldramon! She yowled and lay on the
floor unconscious. Wormmon looked at her fur again and couldn't find any evil glass in it anymore.
"She should be ok now!" He sighed but when Rebeldramon woke up she snarled at all of the Digimon.
"YOU EVIL IGIMON! YOU KNOW I'M PART CAT AND I HATE TO GET WET! SHADOWKINGMON
WAS RIGHT, YOU ARE ALL EVIL AND YOU SHOUDL ALL DIE!" She screeched as she flew out of the
cave again and left the Digimon with their mouths hanging open.
"Great, now she hates us and has gone back to Shadowkingmon!" Wolfdramon growled. Vixenmon
sighed.

"Maybe we shouldn't have thrown water on her!" She suggested.
"But she was covered in evil glass and that was the only thing that could get rid of it!" Wormmon
protested.
"Rebeldramon..." Leopardmon said quietly.
"That Shadowkingmon doesn't know the power of Digimon Destiny yet but he will soon!" Veramon
roared as she stamped her foot on the floor. The Digimon nodded and went to bed and left Taynmon
and Grizzlymon on guard duty again.

31 - 2 New Arrivals
The Digimon woke up the next morning and yawned. They were all eating breakfast when suddenly,
Okamimon and Wolfdramon's egg started to move rapidly! Everyone crowded around the egg and
eagerly waited for it to hatch. Suddenly, the shell cracked and out popped 2 eyes and a furry little head.
"Awwwwwww!" Everyone cooed at the baby Digimon. Okamimon picked it up and licked it clean and
then she snuggled it. Wolfdramon kissed Okamimon on her cheek and licked his new baby.
"It's a girl!" Okamimon whispered to Wolfdramon.
"Our little Kyurimon!" Wolfdramon smiled as he kissed Okamimon and nuzzled Kyurimon. Everyone
smiled and walked away and left the happy family alone. Masheedramon caught Lobodramon by his
arm.
"Um, Loby, can you come with me please?" Masheedramon asked as they both ran out of the cave
door. A few minutes later, a huge thud came from the roof.
"I'll check what it is!" Metemon said as she flew up to the roof. Suddenly, she flew back down to the cave
screaming. Everyone looked in surprise. Suddenly, a scorpion type Digimon dropped down from the
roof. He had a scorpion tail and a pair of pants on.
"Hey, it's Scorpionmon!" Zorromon screamed as he high fived Scorpionmon.
"Hi Zorromon!" Scorpionmon said. "I was just passing by when I heard you all laughing and I came to
see who it was and when I found out it was you guys, I decided to make a big entrance but I guess I
made too much noise huh?" Scorpionmon asked.
"Maybe" Zorromon smiled.
"Allow me to introduce myself for those of you who don't know!" Scorpionmon cheered. "I'm
Scorpionmon! I have known Zorromon for a while now! I also know a few of you here too but not all of
you. So tell me, who are all of you?" Scorpionmon asked suspiciously.
"We are the Digimon Destiny team!" Wolvomon grinned.
"We have come to stop Paranugumimon and his evil apprentices from taking over the Digital World!"
Bugsmon jumped happily.
"Awesome! Mind if I join you guys on your quest?" Scorpionmon asked politely.
"Of course you can! We need all the help we can get!" Punkdramon smiled at Scorpionmon.
Scorpionmon grinned.

"Well, let's get started!" He said with pride!
"Right after breakfast!" Zorromon pointed out and the all sat down to egg and chips.

32 - Masheedramon's Secret
Meanwhile, Masheedramon and Lobodramon were walking through the forest.
"So what did you want to tell me Masheedramon?" Lobodramon asked.
"Well Loby, it's quite serious so listen carefully!" Masheedramon said to Lobodramon with a serious face.
"Loby, I’m pregnant!" Masheedramon burst out. Lobodramon smiled so hard that it nearly didn't fit on
his face.
"Oh Mashy, that's wonderful!" Lobodramon smiled as he nuzzled Masheedramon gently and kissed her
lightly on her cheek.
"I think we should keep this a secret for now ok Loby?" Masheedramon said to Lobodramon quietly.
"Of course, no need to alarm anyone, we will tell them all when the time is right!" Lobodramon smiled
gently. Masheedramon smiled again and they both kissed under the moonlight. Then they walked back
to the cave silently while everyone was sleeping, even Leopardmon and Vixymon who were on guard
duty! They lay down on the stone floor and fell asleep with Lobodramon's tail wrapped around
Masheedramon's tail.

Sorry this chappy is kinda short but it's cute XD

33 - Gatamon Has News
When all of the Digimon woke up Gatamon was sitting down smiling.
"Hey Gatamon, what's up?" Masheedramon asked her sister. She grinned even wider.
"I'm pregnant!" She squeeled. The Digimon gasped and then cheered.
"Is Maneemon the father?" Bugsmon asked Gatamon. Gatamon nodded. Masheedramon looked at her
stomach. It was also bulging out a bit and she didn't feel too well either. Lobodramon noticed this.
"Why don't you go and lye down Mashy!" Lobodramon said to Masheedramon. She nodded slightly and
walked off to a comfy bed a bit wobbly. "This secret isn't going to stay a secret for very long!"
Lobodramon whispered to himself. Suddenly Maneemon waltzed in and nuzzled Gatamon.
"Hey Gata! How are you and our child today?" Maneemon asked Gatamon.
"Just fine Manny!" Gatamon smiled as Maneemon nuzzled her gently and then walked to the kitchen to
get a snack. Lobodramon walked into the room where Masheedramon was lying down. She looked
rather pale and she was very hot.
"Maybe we should tell everyone about you being pregnant now!" Lobodramon offered Masheedramon.
"No, just a few more days!" Masheedramon pleaded Lobodramon. He nodded and sat down next to
Masheedramon on the bed.
"Are you ok, you look pale and you feel boiling?!" Lobodramon asked Masheedramon.
"Yeah, I’m fine!" Masheedramon lied.
"Is there anything I can get for you?" Lobodramon asked her.
"No, I think I just need to rest now!" She said as she fell asleep and Lobodramon walked quietly back to
where everyone was crowding around Gatamon.
"Awwww, I bet the child will act just like her father but be as beautiful as her mother!" Lupinmon smiled.
"No way! He will be as handsome as his father and as graceful as his mother!" Wolfdramon protested.
"Whoa guys, we don't even know if it is a boy or a girl yet!" Gatamon pointed out and everyone laughed.

34 - Punkdramon Too And Kyurimon's New Evolution
Grizzlymon was walking with Punkdramon in the forest when she suddenly started to giggle.
"What's up Punky?" Grizzlymon asked Punkdramon.
"Oh nothing, just that I’m pregnant!" She smiled.
"WHAT!" Grizzlymon gasped.
"That's right Grizzly, I’m going to have a baby!" Punkdramon smiled.
"Oh Punky, that's wonderful!" Grizzlymon smiled as he hugged Punkdramon tightly. He carried
Punkdramon back home because he was worried about her even tough she insisted that she walked but
he wouldn't let her. When they got in, all the Digimon were watching TV in Darukumon's throne room at
the far end of the cave.
"Guess what everyone? I'm going to be a father!" Grizzlymon grinned as the Digimon started at him.
"Wow, that's wonderful Grizzlymon!" Lupinmon smiled as all of the Digimon cheered. Lobodramon
looked at Masheedramon.
"Should we tell them now?" He asked her.
"If you want Loby" Masheedramon smiled.
"Hey guys, also, Masheedramon is pregnant too!" All of the Digimon cheered even louder.
"Wow, that's 3 Digimon pregnant now! Looking forward to some little kids for my Kyurimon to play with!"
Wolfdramon managed a smile. He wasn't too happy about being a grandfather again but he was happy
anyway. Lobodramon picked up Kyurimon and started to play with her.
"My sister is adorable!" He cooed as he nuzzled her. Suddenly, she started to glow yellow and then she
changed shape and then changed shape again! Everyone gasped as she grew too big and landed on
top of Lobodramon.
"Whoops, sorry bro!" She blushed as she got off her brother.
"Wow, what just happened?" Okamimon nuzzled her daughter gently.
"She just Digivolved twice!" Bugsmon said with her mouth hung open.
"So now she's a rookie?" Aquamon asked.

"Yup!" Taynmon grinned. Everyone gathered around Kyurimon's new form and adored her.
"So what's her name then?" Metemon asked Okamimon and Wolfdramon.
"My names Kuramon!" The Digimon said.
"And who said you could name yourself young lady?" Okamimon asked raising her eyebrows.
"But mum, that is my name! It even says so!" She shouted as she opened up her skull and cross bones
pendent up and took out a piece of paper that said Kuramon on it.
"Wow!" The Digimon all said and Kuramon smiled.

35 - Lupinmon's Cousin
All of the Digimon were talking when suddenly a blue wolf type Digimon with dreadlocks and a green
and yellow Rasta hat ran through the door. Everyone turned around and stared.
"Jamaicamon!" Lupinmon cried as she ran over and hugged the Digimon.
"Hey who's this? Your ex-boyfriend?" Zorromon asked.
"No silly!" Lupinmon giggled. "He's my cousin!"
"Oh, then that's ok!" Zorromon sighed.
"Everyone, this is Jamaicamon, my cousin!" Lupinmon smiled.
"Hi!" Everyone smiled. Jamaicamon walked up to Gatamon and kissed her paw.
"It's so lovely to meet a Digimon as lovely as you!" Jamaicamon smiled at Gatamon. Gatamon blushed
and then took her paw away from his.
"Hold it right there cuz, she already has a husband!" Lupinmon giggled. Gatamon smiled and then
walked over to Maneemon and hugged him. Jamaicamon then went over to Masheedramon,
Punkdramon, Vixenmon, Vixymon and Okamimon who were all in a group.
"Hello ladies, looking lovely today aren't we?" Jamaicamon winked at the girls. They all giggled and then
Masheedramon ran over to Lobodramon, Punkdramon ran over to Grizzlymon, Vixymon ran over to
Leopardmon and Okamimon ran over to Wolfdramon but Vixenmon just stood there. Jamaicamon kissed
her gently but Vixenmon moved away and walked off but she was secretly blushing.
"Hold it cuz, you can't just go up to anyone and start kissing them!" Lupinmon scolded her cousin.
"I'm sorry cuz it's just I’ve never seen such attractive girls!" He winked and all of the girls giggled.
"Anyway, what brings you here?" Lupinmon asked.
"I got a letter from a Digimon to come and stop some evil Digimon!" Jamaicamon grinned.
"Oh, then you must be looking for a group on the same mission!" Lupinmon asked.
"Yes actually, I am! Have you seen them?" Jamaicamon asked.
"Well, we are them!" Lupinmon grinned.
"Awesome!" Jamaicamon smiled. "Can I join you all?" He asked.

"Of course! Welcome to the group!" Lupinmon smiled.

36 - Shadowkingmon's Melting Formula
Meanwhile, Rebeldramon flew through the cave where Shadowkingmon was working on more evil
experiments.
"Hmmmmm, we will need to put some more evil glass in you soon before it wears off!" Shadowkingmon
laughed.
"No need to!" Rebeldramon grinned and Shadowkingmon looked shocked. "The Digimon washed it
away but I got so mad with them that I came back anyway! Rebeldramon snarled. Shadowkingmon
grinned.
"Good! So now you can stay here and we can kill the Digimon Destiny group!" Shadowkingmon laughed.
Rebeldramon grinned and then pulled Shadowkingmon towards her and kissed him again.
Shadowkingmon looked shocked but he soon felt comfortable and kissed her back. When the broke
from the kiss, they started to work on a new formula to help kill the Digimon Destiny group!
"Pass me the green tea!" Shadowkingmon said as Rebeldramon passed him some green tea.
"Pass the honey!" He said as Rebeldramon passed him the honey too. Rebeldramon passed him some
olives, chives, rat poison, rose thorns, lava and slug slime and he mixed it up in a huge bowl. When he
was done he poured it into a tube and handed it to Rebeldramon.
"Pour this on the group and they will slowly melt!" Shadowkingmon laughed as he passed the tube to
Rebeldramon.
"Yes, we will finally beat them!" Rebeldramon laughed as she flew out of the cave and perched on top of
the roof of Darukumon's cave waiting for the group to walk into their doom!

37 - Zorromon And Vixenmon Leave
Meanwhile back in the cave, Zorromon stepped forward and began to talk.
"Look, this is just stupid! All we are doing is running after a group of villains and doing a job that
Paranugumimon and all of the other Quartz Moon Stone guardians should be doing!"
"What are you talking about Zorro?" Lupinmon puzzled.
"He's saying that this is all stupid and me and him are leaving!" Vixenmon spoke out.
"It was nice knowing you all but I’m going back to live with my tamer!" Zorromon replied as he walked
off. Suddenly he turned to Lupinmon.
"Sorry Lupinmon, I just can't take it anymore! I'm going home!" Zorromon said as he walked out of the
cave with Vixenmon following behind him. Lupinmon started to cry.
"Why did he leave?" She asked her daughter.
"Well, you have to admit that this is kind of a hard quest! Maybe he just needs to get home!" Okamimon
said as she hung her head down. Masheedramon put her arm around Lupinmon.
"It's ok, he is only doing what's best for the team! It was getting too big anyway!" Masheedramon
managed a smile.
"I guess your right!" Lupinmon sniffed. The team sighed and went back to the throne room in the cave
and sat down. No one spoke for ages. A few sniffs came from Lupinmon but other than that, it was
silent. Suddenly Veramon had an idea!
"I know what will take our mind off them! A nice came of murder in the dark!" The Digimon jumped up.
They all loved that game!
"So let's all pick some paper out of a hat and whoever gets the paper with the black dot on it will be the
detective" Veramon explained. Everyone picked some paper and looked at their cards. Lupinmon's card
had the black dot on it.
"I'm the detective!" She shouted. Veramon nodded as Lupinmon walked out of the room.
"Ok, who wants to be the murderer?" She asked.
"I will!" Scorpionmon grinned and he had a bandana tied around his eyes. Gatamon turned the light off
and Scorpionmon started to catch people. He caught Masheedramon, Maneemon, Gatamon, Kuramon
and Rikumon. Veramon turned the lights back on an Lupinmon walked back into the room. She eyed
everyone and then said something.

"Is the murderer Metemon?" She asked.
"NO!" Everyone grinned. She walked around again.
"Is the murderer Taynmon?" She asked.
"NO!" They all shouted again.
"Is the murderer Scorpionmon?" She asked.
"YES!" Everyone laughed as the game continued.

38 - Wild And Free Is What We Want To Be
When the game had finished all the Digimon lay down and sighed as they laughed. Suddenly
Wolfdramon sighed and got up.
"Sorry guys, Zorromon is my best friend and I agree, this is all kind of stupid and useless so I’m going
back too!" He sighed as he started to leave.
"Dad! Don't go!" Kuramon said with tears in her eyes. Wolfdramon looked at her and the at Okamimon
and Lobodramon.
"I'm sorry, I just can't go on!" He sighed again. Okamimon's eyes filled with tears as Lobodramon tried to
calm her down.
"It's ok mum, don't cry!" Lobodramon comforted his mum as tears fell down her cheeks. Suddenly
Kuramon ran out of the cave door to watch her dad run back to the human world to stay with his tamer!"
Suddenly, Rebeldramon burst out of the trees and grabbed Kuramon. She screamed as Rebeldramon
opened up the Melting Formula and started to pour it onto Kuramon! Just before the formula touched her
fur coat, Okamimon knocked Rebeldramon over!
"Rebeldramon, snap out of it! We are your real true friends not that evil Shadowkingmon!" Okamimon
screamed. Suddenly, Rebeldramon's eyes grew bigger and she dropped the tube out of her paws and it
smashed and melted into the floor. She got up and looked at her friends.
"I'm so sorry all of you! You’re my real friends and I will never forget again! The only thing is that I feel
so bad so I'm just going to run off and be free in the Digital World!" She smiled at her friends but just as
she was about to take flight Kuramon pulled at her tail.
"Rebeldramon, I'm coming with you! Ever since I was little Kyurimon, I’ve dreamed of roaming free in
the Digital World!" Kuramon smiled at Rebeldramon. She smiled back. Kuramon ran over and nuzzled
Okamimon, Lupinmon and Lobodramon and she hugged Zashomon tightly and then hugged
Masheedramon.
"I will never forget my family! I love you all but I want to be free with Rebeldramon!" Kuramon said as her
eyes sparkled. Okamimon's head went down but then she smiled at her daughter.
"If it makes you happy, then you can go!" Okamimon smiled as she hugged her daughter tightly.
Rebeldramon smiled as Kuramon jumped onto her back.
"Sorry for all of the trouble I caused again!" Rebeldramon shouted as she took flight and her and
Kuramon flew free and wild into the distance! The Digimon waved goodbye to Kuramon and
Rebeldramon. A tear rolled down Okamimon's cheek.
"If she is happy, then I will be and if Wolfdramon is happy then so am I!" Okamimon smiled as she

hugged Lobodramon tightly. Suddenly, Zashomon jumped onto Okamimon's back.
"Give me a piggy back ride grandma Okamimon!" Zashomon laughed as Okmimon grinned and ran
around with her grand daughter on her back. All of the Digimon smiled. Zashomon got off and said thank
you to Okamimon.
"You know, you may be my grand daughter, but you are just like a daughter to me!" Okamkimon said as
she smiled at Zashomon, Masheedramon and Lobodramon.

39 - Shadowkingmon's Defeat
When Shadowkingmon learnt that Rebeldramon had betrayed him and that Wolfdramon, Kuramon,
Zorromon and Vixenmon had all left he ran over to the cave where the Digimon were all sleeping! He
burst through the door and startled the Digimon. They all growled and he stood in the hallway and
laughed.
"Well, well, well! If it isn't the little group that just keeps getting smaller and smaller!" Shadowkingmon
laughed.
"Take that! There's only one of you!" Leopardmon growled.
"So! I'm stronger than all of you out together!" Shadowkingmon howled with laughter.
"This time, we will defeat you once and for all!" Leopardmon cried as he leapt forward and rammed his
head into Shadowkingmon's chest. He flew backwards and hit the cave wall. He got up and growled.
"Dark Energy!" Shadowkingmon cried as dark mist flew out of his paws and started to choke the
Digimon.
"Fire Dart!" Masheedramon called as she hit Shadowkingmon in the stomach with her flaming torpedo.
He growled and grabbed Masheedramon by her neck and started to strangle her.
"LEAVE HER ALONE!" Lobodramon howled as he punched Shadowkingmon.
"Sue Beam!" Okamimon screamed as Okamimon’s poisonous sunrays blinded Shadowkingmon. He
began to itch because of the poison and then Lupinmon stepped forward.
"Blazing Fire!" She called as her paws turned blue and she slashed Shadowkingmon in his face! He
screamed and Wormmon and Taynmon ran forward.
"Scorching Slicer!" Taynmon growled as he slashed Shadowkingmon with his burning claws.
"Leaf Spin!" Wormmon shouted as razor leaves slashed Shadowkingmon. He fell to the floor and howled
in pain.
"You had enough yet?" Vixymon asked Shadowkingmon. Suddenly, he got up and slapped Vixymon
across the face with his sharp claws. She started to bleed and this got her very mad! She turned red and
burnt up on fire.
"Fox Fire Tornado!" She growled as she spun her tail and flames flew towards Shadowkingmon.
Punkdramon and Grizzlymon pinned him down.
"Steel Claw!" Grizzlymon grizzled as he slashed Shadowkingmon with his razor sharp claws.

"Solar Beam!" Punkdramon mewed as she blew fire onto Shadowkingmon. He tried to make a run for it
but Jamaicamon and Rikumon blocked his way. Jamaicamon's fangs turned blue and he shot them out
at Shadowkingmon.
"Ice Fang!" He shouted. Rikumon opened his mouth wide.
"Phoenix Blast!" He called as the huge fire phoenix hit Shadowkingmon. Shadowkingmon got up and
tried to break through the roof of the cave but Metemon, Flamelopmon and Doggymon blocked him in
mid air.
"Thunder Punch!" Metemon growled as she punched electricity into Shadowkingmon who yelped with
pain.
"Blue Flame Paws!" Doggymon barked as he shot blue flames at Shadowkingmon.
"Flame Tail!" Flamelopmon chattered as she burnt Shadowkingmon with her tail. Then they let go of him
and he landed with a thud to the floor. Zashomon, Honeymon, Gatamon and Aquamon all ran up to him
and attacked him!
"Claw Striker!" Gatamon yelled as she stabbed Shadowkingmon and electricity ran through him.
"Flame Sparks!" Zashomon called as the tiny sparks flew onto Shadowkingmon and burnt him.
"Hydra Pump!" Aquamon called as water came out of his mouth and soaked Shadowkingmon!
"Honey Comb!" Honeymon yelled as hot honey poured over Shadowkingmon. He got up and tried to run
off again but Scorpionmon, Wolvomon, Maneemon, Bugsmon and Veramon ran up to him!
"Scorpion Strike!" Scorionmon called as he struck his tail into Shadowkingmon.
"Sword Of Light!" Wolvomon screeched as his sword shot a beam from it and hit Shadowkingmon!
"Grass Spear!" Maneemon yelled as grass flew from his mouth and cut Shadowkingmon!
"Bug Blaster!" Bugsmon yelled as she unleashed her pet bugs to chew on Shadowkingmon!
"Ice Fire!" Veramon yelled as she breathed ice fire all over Shadowkingmon. Leopardmon walked over
to the badly injured Shadowkingmon.
"Say good bye!" Leopardmon grinned. "Static Punch!" He cried as he punched Shadowkingmon hard.
Shadowkingmon started to dissolve and then he disappeared shouting no! The Digimon cheered but
suddenly they felt the cold wind again. They looked behind them to see Paranugumimon standing there.

40 - Semiarlongmon Is Born As Well As Three Eggs
"Well, looks like you have defeated Shadowkingmon!" Paranugumimon growled.
"Yeah, and your next!" Masheedramon yowled.
"Glad you suggested that! I'm your next opponent!" Paranugumimon growled. The Digimon gasped.
"I didn't mean that!" Masheedramon backed away.
"You have defeated the whole of the Death Digimon except for me, the leader!" Paranugumimon
grinned.
"Why do you want to take the Quartz Moon Stone away anyway?" Punkdramon mewed.
"So I can rule the whole Digital World without punks like you getting in my way!" Paranugumimon yelled.
"Were ready to take you on!" Grizzlymon growled as he extended is claws even longer.
"Good!" Paranugumimon grinned. Suddenly, he started to glow black and red. The Digimon stared in
amazement, as he grew even bigger.
"Paranugumimon Dark Digivolved to...Semiarlongmon!" Paranugumimon screamed as in his place stood
a huge wolf type Digimon with claws longer than Grizzlymon's and an even bigger flaming mane that
was also his tail and huge dark wings with the symbol on his cheek, pendant and wings but this time,
with huge spikes in it! He growled at the group of Digimon showing his huge fangs covered in blood. The
Digimon backed away.
"Come on, we can beat this ultimate version of Paranugumimon!" Masheedramon encouraged.
Semiarlongmon roared, shaking the whole cave. The cave came crashing down to the floor as the
Digimon ran out closely followed by Semiarlongmon! Masheedramon jumped up onto him and bit his ear
but Semiarlongmon just flicked her to the ground.
"RUN!" Bugsmon screamed as all of the Digimon followed her. They all jumped into a huge river, even
the cat type Digimon and swam right to the bottom of the riverbed. Semiarlongmon flew over the river
and into the distance. All of the Digimon swam up to the surface and took a huge breath.
Masheedramon felt really sick.
"Loby! I think it's time!" Masheedramon panted as Lobodramon quickly swam her to the shore and lay
her down on the shore. Gatamon also started to feel sick.
"Manee, I think the egg is going to be born any minute now!" Gatamon shouted. Maneemon scooped her
up and laid her on the shore.

"Grizzly, I think our egg is going to be born too!" Punkdramon mewed as Grizzlymon pushed her to the
water edge. The females ran off with Masheedramon, Gatamon and Punkdramon. After a long time of
waiting, Lupinmon, Vixymon and Metemon walked back with 3 eggs. The one Lupinmon was holding
was pink with brown and purple stripes. She handed the egg to Lobodramon.
"Here's your new child Lobodramon!" Lupinmon smiled at her grandson. He smiled and hugged the egg
and then rushed off to Masheedramon. Vixymon walked up to Maneemon and handed him a mint green
egg with a magenta circle on it.
"And here's your egg Maneemon!" Vixymon smiled at him. He took the egg and ran off to see Gatamon.
Lastly, Metemon came up to Grizzlymon and handed him a brown and blue egg.
"Lastly, here's your egg!" Metemon smiled and Grizzlymon took it and quickly ran off to see
Punkdramon.
"Masheedramon, it's beautiful! I can't wait for it to hatch!" Lobodramon smiled as he nuzzled
Masheedramon and placed the egg between her paws.
"Our egg is gorgeous!" Maneemon smiled at Gatamon who was nuzzling the egg gently.
"Were so lucky Punky!" Grizzlymon said to Punkdramon as he held the egg tightly. Everyone smiled but
they had more dangerous things to worry about. Semiarlongmon!

41 - Tigsamon's Arrival And The Birth Of Isemon
"We should find a place to hide before Semiarlongmon gets back!" Bugsmon said as he helped to pull
Metemon out of the water.
"Your right but where are we going to go! Semiarlongmon destroyed our cave!" Leopardmon pointed out.
Suddenly, a pink tiger with orange stripes and a black tail peeked her head out from behind a bush.
"Tigsamon?" Bugsmon asked as he stared at the tiger Digimon.
"Is that you Bugsmon?" The tiger Digimon asked.
"Sure is! How have you been Tigsamon?" Bugsmon asked the tiger type Digimon.
"Hey, who's this?" Wolvomon asked Bugsmon.
"This is my friend, Tigsamon!" Bugsmon smiled.
"Hi!" Tigsamon grinned.
"Hey, do you want to join us to defeat Semiarlongmon?" Masheedramon asked Tigsamon.
"Of course! I just saw him! He looks scary though!" Tigsamon shuddered.
"Yea, but we have to defeat him before it's too late!" Lobodramon sighed.
"So, where can we find this, Semiarlongmon?" Tigsamon asked kindly.
"Wer'e not too sure!" Zashomon sighed.
"Maybe we can contact Mendinamon and ask him for help!" Lupinmon suggested.
"But how are we going to do that?" Vixymon asked. Just then, Mendinamon appeared in a puff of
smoke!
"To find him you must go to the east, past the bongo trees and then go to the west and past the Magic
Lake and then right next to the Tanemon village, is a huge mountain! That is where you will find
Semiarlongmon!" Mendinamon smiled and then he flew off. The Digimon waved and said thank you to
him and then started to walk to the east. Suddenly, Masheedramon and Lobodramon's egg started to
move rapidly! Everyone gathered around it and suddenly, it cracked! Masheedramon picked up the little
bundle of fur and nuzzled it. Lobodramon licked it's head and then kissed Masheedramon on her cheek.
"He's beautiful Loby!" Masheedramon smiled at Lobodramon.

"What's his name?" Lobodramon asked.
"What about, Isemon?" Masheedramon asked.
"It's perfect!" Lobodramon smiled as the other Digimon smiled and slowly walked away and left the
happy family together. Meanwhile, the other Digimon set up camp. Lupinmon and Okamimon got
firewood whilst Taynmon and Grizzlymon kept the fire going. Wolvomon, Wormmon and Bugsmon went
to find food. Gatamon and Punkdramon tended to their eggs whilst Tigsamon and Metemon Stood
guard. The other Digimon sat and waited for their food or their turn to guard or collect firewood.
Masheedramon, Lobodramon and Isemon walked in and sat down next to Scorpionmon, Leopardmon
and Vixymon. The Digimon fell asleep with their bellies full and hope for the next day!

42 - The Wishing Lake
Punkdramon woke up first the next morning and felt her egg. It was moving and making noises inside.
She nudged Grizzlymon who woke up with a jump.
"I think it will hatch soon!" Punkdramon smiled as she kissed Grizzlymon. Half an hour later, all the
Digimon were awake and getting ready for the new day.
"Can you carry Isemon sweetie?" Masheedramon asked Zashomon handing him to her daughter gently.
"Sure mum!" Zashomon smiled as she nuzzled her little brother.
"Right, I think we better get moving!" Wolvomon said as he snarled thinking of his evil father.
"What's wrong Gata?" Maneemon asked Gatamon as she held her head. An image of a huge Digimon
fighting with her parents as she watched helplessly with her sister under a bush went through her head.
"Huh?" She said as she snapped out of her daze.
"Are you ok?" Maneemon nuzzled Gatamon gently.
"Yeah, I’m fine, it's nothing." Gatamon smiled as she kissed Maneemon on his cheek.
"So where do we go now?" Okamimon asked.
"Mendinamon said past the bong trees!" Wormmon reminded them all.
"There are some Bongo trees!" Lupinmon shouted as she ran over to a clump of trees.
"Great job! Now we need to go the west and past the Magic Lake!" Lobodramon smiled.
"Well what are we waiting for? The sooner we find Semiarlongmon and destroy him the better!" Rikumon
growled. The Digimon nodded and ran towards the west. They stopped in front of a huge lake to get a
drink. Whilst Punkdramon was lapping up the icy water, she talked to herself in her mind.
"I wish our egg would hatch soon!" She thought. Suddenly, the egg cracked open and a head pocked
out! Punkdramon picked it up.
"He's wonderful Grizzly!" She smiled with tears in her eyes.
"He most certainly is! This must be the wishing lake! I can tell that you were wishing that he would be
born soon and then it came true when you lapped up the water!" Grizzlymon smiled as he licked the little
furry bundle.

"Why are you crying Punkdramon?" Honeymon asked.
"These are happy tears!" Punkdramon sniffed.
"Let's call him Fangmon!" Grizzlymon grinned.
"Fangmon he is!" Punkdramon grinned and all of the Digimon smiled.

43 - The Quartz Moon Stone Guardian's Gift
The Digimon kept walking until they came to a Tanemon village next to a huge mountain.
"This must be where Semiarlongmon is!" Gatamon shuddered.
"Well, we will show him what we are really made of!" Wolvomon howled as he started to flee up the
mountain.
"No wait! Let’s get some rest in the Tanemon village First!" Vixymon suggested. The Digimon all
nodded and walked into the village.
"Hi! Welcome to The Tanemon Village!" A spunky little Tanemon smiled as she came up to the group.
"Do you need service?” Another little Tanemon smiled.
"You need reservation!" A grumpy Tanemon scowled at them
"Take no notice of him! Step this way please!" The first Tanemon smiled as the Digimon followed her to
a huge cave.
"There is a Digimon waiting to see you in there!" The second Tanemon grinned happily.
"Get moving! We don't have all day!" The grumpy Tanemon growled as he bounced off. The group
walked in to see Mendinamon sitting on a huge rock.
"Glad you could make it!" He said as he jumped off the rock and sat down in front of the group.
"Why are you here Mendinamon?" Doggymon asked.
"I'm here with Triceramon to give you a gift!" Mendinamon smiled. Triceramon appeared from the
shadows and sat next to Mendinamon.
"We are both the leaders of the Quartz Moon Stone Guardians and the most powerful so we have come
to give you a divine power that will help you defeat Semiarlongmon for good!" Triceramon smiled.
"I don't think you know but Triceramon is my wife! We got married a few days ago!" Mendinamon
grinned.
"Congratulations you two!" Veramon smiled.
"Thank you but that is not all! We have decided to give you the Quartz Moon Guardian's most prized
possession! The Quartz Moon Stone it's self!" Triceramon smiled. All of the Digimon's mouths hung
open in awe as the other eight Quartz Moon Stone guardians stepped out of the shadows with a stone in

their hands. They placed it in front of the group and bowed and then sat down next to Triceramon and
Mendinamon.
"This will help you to Digivolve!" Mendinamon smiled and with that, it started to glow and beams flew out
at the group of Digimon! The colourful light soon wore out and the Digimon felt stronger.
"So now we can Digivolve?" Masheedramon asked and all of the Quartz Moon Stone Guardians smiled
and nodded. The Digimon Jumped up and screamed with joy. They said thank you to the Quartz moon
Stone Guardians and were just about to leave when Mendinamon stopped them.
"We also wanted to make the children grow to their rookie forms to be ready to Digivolve again in the
real fight!" Mendinamon smiled and with that, a light glowed around Fangmon and Isemon and they
transformed into 2 new forms.
"He's so cute!" Masheedramon grinned holding her son.
"Let's call his in-training form Fuumon!" Lobodramon smiled. Punkdramon and Grizzlymon gathered
around their son too.
"What about Snarlmon?" Grizzlymon suggested and Punkdramon nodded. Suddenly they started to
glow again and changed once more. In Fuumon's place stood a brown wolf, fox and cat type Digimon
with a pink eye path on his left eye and a blue bandana and his tail was half brown with purple stripes
and half white. He yipped with joy and hugged his parents and his sister tightly. The same thing
happened to Snarlmon and a bear with blue hair and a cat's tail stood in his place.
"Let's call him Beardramon!" Punkdramon smiled.
"What about our egg?" Maneemon said as he held his and Gatamon's egg. Suddenly it cracked open
and a little head popped out. It started to glow and went through 2 forms of evolution and sat down as
his rookie form. He was a mint green cat with a yellow muzzle and pelt and pink ear tufts. Everyone was
so happy. They thanked the Quartz Moon Stone Guardians and went back outside and stared up to the
mountain. They all grinned ready to face Semiarlongmon now.

44 - Side Effects
The Digimon all ran back to the Tanemon village pleased with their new powers but some didn't feel so
powerful.
"I don't feel much different!" Aquamon sighed sadly.

"Do you think that the magic of the Quartz Moon Stone didn't affect us?" Bugsmon asked sadly.
"I think that might have been what has happened!" Metemon sighed.
"But I want to Digivolve!" Sakumon cried sadly.
"So do I but I don't think that there is anything we can do!" Scorpionmon sighed.
"We should just try our hardest in our rookie forms to help the rest of the team!" Tigsamon managed a
smile. The Digimon walked into the Tanemon village and were treated to a huge relaxing day in the little
village. Masheedramon, Zashomon, Lobodramon, Lupinmon, Okamimon, Leopardmon, Grizzlymon,
Gatamon, Punkdramon, Maneemon, Beardramon, Kohakumon and Honeymon all rested in a nice spa
whilst Wormmon, Taynmon, Aquamon, Bugsmon, Doggymon, Scorpionmon and Sakumon played in a
huge pool with a huge water slide and diving boards in it. The rest of the Digimon went to cafés or take
out places to have a bite to eat. The first Tanemon showed the group to a large room full of comfy beds
and a huge plasma TV complete with a PS3, DVD player and Nintendo Wii attached to it! The Digimon
were amazed with the little Tanemon's brilliant service and happily settled into their room. They watched
a ton of DVD's and ordered a lot of room service and then had a good night's sleep. They woke up the
next morning and faced the huge mountain. Today, they would climb it!

45 - The Climb With 3 New Members And A Wolfdramon Rescue
The Digimon thanked the Tanemon and started too climb up the mountain. They got up to the first ledge
when suddenly, they saw 3 Digimon climbing up the mountain after them! One was a cream anthro fox
type Digimon with four arms and a red mane with a blue tail tip. The other one was an anthro part cat
and part fox and was also cream with a blue muzzle and pelt and red hair and a red tail tip. The last one
looked like the first one except he had red hair and his tail and chest mane were opposite colours to the
first Digimon. They climbed up to the ledge and sat in front of the Digimon.
"Hi there! We were sent by Mendinamon to help out!" The four-armed fox smiled.
"Yeah! My name is Foxxiouskatomon and this is my pal Vulpusmon!" The fox and cat type Digimon
explained.
"Hi there! This is my brother Vulpinemon!" Vulpusmon smiled pointing to the fox type Digimon that
looked a lot like him.
"Welcome to the team fellows! Were going to need all the help we can get to defeat Semiarlongmon!"
Masheedramon grinned. Vulpusmon and Foxxiouskatomon jumped with joy and started to head on up
the mountain with the rest of the gang.
"Us flying Digimon will fly up ahead and see if there is any danger!" Flamelopmon smiled as she flew
higher along with Metemon, Rikumon, Doggymon and Veramon behind her. Meanwhile, right at the back
of the climb was Okamimon. She was doing fine but she suddenly slipped on a rock and went hurtling to
the ground.
"MY BABY" Lupinmon screamed as Okamimon fell even lower to the ground.
"MUM!" Lobodramon screamed. Suddenly, out of nowhere, a flash of brown lightning fled across the
ground and scooped up Okamimon just before she hit the ground! The Digimon looked closer. It was
Wolfdramon!
"Wolfy! You came back!" Okamimon cried kissing him.
"I just couldn't leave you and Lobodramon and Kuramon behind!" He smiled. Okamimon’s face
suddenly fell. "What's wrong?" Wolfdramon asked worriedly.
"When you left, Kuramon left with Rebeldramon and we never heard from them again!" Okamimon
sniffed as a tear rolled down her cheek. Wolfdramon looked at the ground. Suddenly, out of the bushes,
Kuramon leapt out.
"Mum, dad, I came back!" She smiled hugging her parents tightly. Lobodramon climbed down and
hugged his family too. Suddenly, Wolfdramon looked worried.

"Where is Rebeldramon?" He asked quickly. Kuramon let her head drop.
"I woke up one morning and there was a note next to me. It was from Rebeldramon and she said that
she wanted to go on alone! That's why I came back!" Kuramon explained.
"Good thinking!" Wolfdramon smiled. With that, they all climbed back up the mountain and continued the
climb. The flying Digimon flew back down and reported no danger for the next ten minutes of the climb
up the mountain. This would take ages to climb but they had to stop Semiarlongmon so they climbed
higher and higher until they finally reached the top! Sitting in the middle of the mountaintop, sat
Semiarlongmon.
"I’ve been waiting!" He grinned showing his blood stained teeth and got into a battle pose. The Digimon
got into their battle poses too.
"Bring it on!" They all screamed as they started to glow golden with light!

46 - Digivolving Finally
Semiarlongmon stepped back as the golden light blinded him. The Digimon were finally Digivolving!
"Masheedramon Digivolved too...Alkaimon!" As in her place stood a giant pink part cat part fox type
Digimon with tassels of fur on her neck and a giant metal strip on her back that small cannons emerge
from.
"Wormmon Digivolved too...Kabuterimon!" As in his place stood a giant blue beetle type Digimon with a
helmet on his head and a blue marking the same as he had as Wormmon on it.
"Lupinmon Digivolved too...Lupusmon!" As in her place stood a giant winged blue ice wolf type Digimon
with purple hair and ice on her ear tips.
"Okamimon Digivolved too...Novamon!" As in her place stood a Digimon that Looked kind of like
Lupusmon but her wings were black on the left and white on the right. She also had long black claws
and five tails that held her sun powers. She also had the power of god-like speed for tougher attacks.
"Wolfdramon Digivolved too...Howlermon!" As in his place stood a wolf type Digimon with huge dragon
wings, dragon horns and wolverine claws.
"Lobodramon Digivolved to...Apollomon!" As in his place stood an anthro version of Lobodramon except
with a red ribbon around his head with the ends longer and a red bandana around his neck. He also had
a cross-shaped scar on his left cheek and he carried a sword and he also had bandages on his arms,
legs, and tail.
"Zashomon Digivolved too...Bespinmon!" As in her place stood an anthro giant flying part wolf, part fox
and part cat type Digimon with giant wings and very long hair.
"Leopardmon Digivolved too...Saberleopardmon!" As in his place stood a giant sabre toothed leopard
type Digimon.
"Grizzlymon Digivolved too...Kodiakmon!" As in his place stood a larger darker coloured version of his
rookie form with long hair like a mullet hairdo and longer steel claws and two fangs sticking out on both
sides of his mouth.
"Punkdramon Digivolved too...Forgottenmon!" As in her place stood a wolf with a mane but with the
same colours and markings as her rookie self. She had three tails this time and black tear lines down
her cheeks and her ears hung down.
"Honeymon Digivolved too...Mackenyamon!" As in her place stood an anthro bear type Digimon with
flaming marks all over her body and a flame coming out of her head and her ears.
"Taynmon Digivolved too...Tanizardmon!" As in his place stood a giant Dinosaur type Digimon with blue

stripes on his head and yellow spines going down his back.
"Flamelopmon Digivolved too...Flamiamon!" As in her place stood a giant anthro rabbit type Digimon
with flame markings on her ears, hands, legs, chest and the top of her head and a long fire tail and an
orange and red dress.
"Gatamon Digivolved too...Kentaimon!" As in her place stood a darker purple cat type Digimon but her
rings have some spikes around. This she carried an arrow and bow, her teeth were really sharp and her
tail was pointy like how porcupines have their tails.
"Maneemon Digivolved too...Shivamon!" As in his place stood a giant golden cat with giant wings and a
sword in his belt.
"Wolvomon Digivolved too...Densenmon!" As in his place stood a big black wolf with flame colours on
his tail and legs and his sword strapped to his back and he had a scar going down his eye.
"Rikumon Digivolved too...Raikodemon!" As in his place stood a huge white wolf type Digimon with huge
feathery wings and a flame on his tail.
"Doggymon Digivolved too...Wolfmon!" As in his place stood a huge sky blue wolf type Digimon with
huge feathered wings.
"Veramon Digivolved too...Mohakamon!" As in her place stood a huge pink Dragon with amazing fire
and ice powers and rainbow paws and violet stars all over her.
"Kohakumon Digivolved too...Kenyonmon!" As in his place stood a huge cat, fox and wolf type Digimon.
"Jamaicamon Digivolved too...Jamaidramon!" As in his place stood a huge blue wolf with red and silver
wings and a huge flame on the end of his tail, paws and ears. He also has his dread locks and green
and yellow Rasta hat and the red tear drop marks under his eyes. Vixymon didn't Digivolve. Two
lightning bolts formed around her and a Digimon that looked like Vixymon but with long golden hair and
huge wings and powerful electricity on her gloves stood in her place.
"My Electric Form!" She cried happily. Aquamon, Metemon, Bugsmon, Kuramon, Scorpionmon,
Sakumon, Tigsamon, Vulpusmon, Vulpinemon and Foxxiouskatomon who were unable to Digivolve,
stood in fighting stance, ready to face Semiarlongmon! The Digimon all admired their new Digivolutions
and then grinned at each other and faced towards Semiarlongmon. He roared at them and leaped
towards them. They all grinned and leaped towards him starting a battle, they would never forget!

47 - Final Defeat
Suddenly, Vulpinmon, Vulpusmon and Foxxiouskatomon all stared to glow bright blue and yellow and
started to float up into the air! They all started to spin around each other and as they got closer the light
got brighter! Suddenly, a huge burst of light blinded the whole group for a minute but when they could all
see again, Vulpusmon, Vulpinmon and Foxxiouskatomon had all merged as one! They were now a
huge; six armed cream fox type Digimon with a blue mask and red and blue wings. They also had red
hair and one blue and red tail and one cream and blue tail. They grinned as their new merged form and
screamed out a name.
"Foxiovulpiousmon!" They screamed out and then flew down to join the rest of the Digimon team. They
all eyed Semiarlongmon. Suddenly, Semiarlongmon reared up and head butted Erevumon to the
ground! She growled and jumped up into the air.
"Sun Shine Down!" She cried as the sun shone down really brightly onto the battlefield and went into
Semiarlongmon's eyes. She then started to glow white and red.
"Rage!" She cried as she slammed herself into Semiarlongmon at top speed and sent him flying
backwards as her rage built up! She landed again and 2 huge cannons emerged from the metal strip on
her back!"
"Cannon Crusher!" She mewed as two electric fireballs burst out of the cannons and charged into
Semiarlongmon's chest! There was a huge puff of smoke around Semiarlongmon as Erevumon landed.
When the smoke cleared, Semiarlongmon lay on the floor clutching his chest tightly. The Digimon
leaned forward eager to see if Erevumon had done it but Semiarlongmon quickly jumped up and floated
in the air. He grinned widely and started to glow bright red.
"Evil Shower!" He howled as poisonous rain fell down onto the Digimon burning through to their skin.
Semiarlongmon floated in the air laughing but then, the sun shone too brightly making Semiarlongmon
loose concentration and fall to the ground with the rain stopping! He was furious and determined to
make the rainfall again. He jumped up and called out Evil Shower again as acid began to fall down
again. Kabuterimon looked up at the falling acid rain. He slowly got up and started to do a strange
dance.
"Rain Dance!" He cried as his dance brought down icy cold rain and thunder and lightning filled the sky
and rung in everyone’s ears! The fresh rainwater stopped the acid rain from reaching the other Digimon
and this made Semiarlongmon very mad! He flew back down and then opened his mouth really wide.
"Wolf Snout!" He howled through mouthfuls of icy cold rainwater that was like a huge river now. A huge
beam of purple rings flew out of his mouth and hit a chunk of the Digimon who lay on the floor painfully.
"Electro Shocker!" Kabuterimon cried as he shot a huge bolt of electricity at Semiarlongmon! Mixed with
the rainwater, the electricity painfully zapped Semiarlongmon who stood their baring his teeth as smoke
blew off his fur. Lupusmon stood facing Semiarlongmon.

"Ice Cannon!" She called out as she shot ice from her mouth like a huge cannon and it hit
Semiarlongmon in his face! He growled and ran into Lupusmon and bit down hard on her leg. Novamon
saw her mum in pain so she quickly ran over to her!
"Solar Paw!" She cried as she built up an energy ball on her paw and threw it at Semiarlongmon who
stopped biting down on Lupusmon's leg and howled in pain! Lupusmon quickly got up.
"Icy Wind!" She howled as spine-chilling wind formed around Semiarlongmon and froze the tips of his fur
solid as rock! He shuddered in the cold with ice and rain pouring down on him. Novamon took her aim at
him.
"Extreme Speed!" She cried as she rammed her head really fast into Semiarlongmon as he flew back
into a huge icy puddle. He got up and shook himself as ice and rain flew off his fur coat. He was now
really mad so he jumped up into the air and started to glow ice blue.
"Crystal Glacier!" He snarled as huge ice crystals flew out oh his paws and started to crash into the
Digimon. They all howled in pain at the sharp icy crystals digging into their skin and ripping their fur.
Howlermon snarled as he howled loudly. He flew up to Semiarlongmon and put his paws out in front of
him.
"Ice Bolt!" He cried as he shot ice at Semiarlongmon's chest. It didn't affect him at first but then the ice
bolts started to pierce the skin on his chest so he clutched his chest tightly and fell to the ground with a
huge crash.
"Night Attack!" Lobodramon screeched as he made the whole mountain pass pitch black and only he
could see with his radar eyes! He ran over to Semiarlongmon in the dark.
"Darkness Paw!" He howled as he shot an even huger black fog from his paw that painfully attacked
Semiarlongmon. The pitch-black darkness soon faded away but the icy cold thunderstorm with the cold
icy breeze continues to brew!
"Flame Wheel!" Bespinmon Cried as a huge ring of flames formed around her and she rammed into
Semiarlongmon! He flew backwards but then jumped back up quickly! His claws extended really wide
and he was just about to slash Bespinmon when Kodiakmon jumped in and stopped Semiarlongmon's
claws with his own like five swords.
"Raging Claw!" He growled as his claws grew even longer and he started to slash at Semiarlongmon’s
claws rapidly! They clawed at each other for ages until suddenly, Semiarlongmon's claws cracked
through Kodiakmon's as they started to shatter. Kodiakmon stared at his crumbled metal claws with his
mouth-hung open and Semiarlongmon scratched him across his arms. He jumped back in pain.
Forgottenmon narrowed her eyes.
"No one does that to my Kodiakmon! Shadow Ball!" She cried as she threw a ball at Semiarlongmon that
burst into a huge pile of shadows that flew into Semiarlongmon's face. Vixymon flew over in her electric
form and made a cocoon around Kodiakmon's arms and the wounds mended. Kodiakmon smiled at
Vixymon but then Semiarlongmon snarled at them She narrowed her eyes and faced Semiarlongmon.

"Thunder Strike!" he snarled as thunder shot from her paws and hit Semiarlongmon in his face!
Saberleopardmon jumped onto Semiarlongmon and pinned him down.
"Saber Claw!" She roared as he slashed at Semiarlongmon's face painfully. Semiarlongmon creamed
and bolted Saberleopardmon off him and sent him flying into a huge rock covered in ice. Vixymon
tended to his needs whilst Mackenyamon stepped forward.
"Spirit Striker!" She called out as a spirit emerged from the flame marking on her chest and burnt
Semiarlongmon! Semiarlongmon howled even louder and started to run towards Mackenyamon. He
started to burn on fire and rammed his head into Mackenyamon sending her flying into a huge boulder!
Kodiakmon rushed over to his sister and Semiarlongmon turned to face Taynmon! Taynmon built up fire
on his claws and threw them at Semiarlongmon!
"Flaming Strike!" He growled as the fire burnt Semiarlongmon badly. Flamiamon flew out of the sky and
jumped onto Semiarlongmon's back! He started to bolt around trying to throw her off his back but no
could do. Flamiamon jumped into the air suddenly.
"Flaming Wind!" She called as she blew mystic wind that turned into huge burning bolts of fire that hit
Semiarlongmon!
"Magic Cloud!" Kentaimon mewed as she clapped and a giant clout of dust emerged from her paws and
started to attack Semiarlongmon! As he was rubbing dust from his eyes, a huge globe of ice flew
towards him!
"Ice Globe!" Shivamon mewed as the ice globe flew into Semiarlongmon's stomach.
"Wolf Wind!" Densenmon howled as he blew a strong wind knocking Semiarlongmon over. As
Semiarlongmon was trying to get up, a huge flaming phoenix shot fire at him and then exploded in his
face!
"Phoenix Avenger!" Raikodemon growled as another phoenix came out of his mouth and burnt up in
Semiarlongmon's face again.
"Aqua Blast!" Aquamon shouted as he tried to help with a huge blast of icy water in Semiarlongmon's
face!
"Let me help too! Thunder Punch!" Metemon screamed as she punched electricity onto
Semiarlongmon's nose.
"Bug Blaster!" Bugsmon cried as Greeny hopped of his head and bit Semiarlongmon painfully!
"Fix Strike!" Kuramon cried as she fixed onto Semiarlongmon with her tail and spun really fast whipping
him loads of times.
"Scorpion Tail Strike!" Scorpionmon growled as he lashed his tail into Semiarlongmon's front paw.

"Tail Strike!" Sakumon cried as he whipped Semiarlongmon with his tail.
"Tiger Punch!" Tigsamon mewed as she punched Semiarlongmon. Semiarlongmon shook all of the
rookies off him but this gave time for Wolfmon to attack.
"Sky Blast!" He cried as a huge blue ribbon flew from his mouth and wrapped it's self around
Semiarlongmon.
"Firey Ice Blast!" Mohakamon roared as she breathed a mixture of fire and ice to the tangled up
Semiarlongmon. He roared in pain as he tried to free him self from the ribbon but he just got more
tangled up!
"Lightning Fox Paw!" Kenyonmon howled as lightning flew out of his paw and into Semiarlongmon's face
as he howled in pain.
"Rasta Strike!" Jamaidramon screeched as he scratched Semiarlongmon!
"Triple Spin!" Foxiouvulpiusmon screamed as he shot fire, ice and electricity from his paws at
Semiarlongmon.
"NOOOOOOOOOO, HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN? I WAS SUPPOSED TO WIN! NOT GET
DEFEATED BY A BUNCH OF LITTLE BRATS! NOOOOOOOOOOO!" Semiarlongmon screamed as he
got deleted. The Digimon couldn't believe it, they had finally defeated Semiarlongmon!

48 - News
The Digimon couldn't believe that they had defeated Semiarlongmon. They had saved the whole Digital
Wolrd! They de-degivolved and Mendinamon appeared with a huge grin on his face.
"You did it! I knew you could! Thank you so much!" Mendinamon smiled at the group.
"It was nothing!" Masheedramon smiled.
"Glad we could help!" Gatamon nodded.
"It was tough, but we did it!" Wolvomon said. Everyone was happy except for Lupinmon.
"What's wrong pal?" Masheedramon asked her.
"It's just, I'm still sad that Zorromon left!" Lupinmon sniffed. Wolfdramon looked thoughful.
"He was my best friend, but only he could choose his own path and destiny. If it didn't lie within our
team, then maybe he left for the best. I know how you feel though Lupinmon, I really miss having him in
the team!" Wolfdramon explained.
"We all do!" Vixymon confessed as everyone nodded.
"Don't worry Lupinmon, we'll see him again! Maybe sooner han you would expect!" Wolfdramon smiled.
Lupinmon smiled back and then cheered up. Suddenly, all of the other Quartz Moon Stone Guardian's
appeared with Triceramon in the front. She stepped forward.
"Thank you all so much!" She praised the Digimon.
"Don' mention it!" Lobodramon smiled.
"It was the least we could do for you all!" Veramon replied.
"As a reward, I want to give you all lucky charms! When you get back to your tamers, you can hang them
up and they will bring you good luck!" Triceramon smiled.
"That's awesome!" Okamimon replied.
"Thank you very much Triceramon!" Honeymon squeeled. Suddenly, Triceramon's hooves started to
glow yellow and then light rays shot out of them and each Digimon recieved a small lucky charm.
"I also sent one to Zorromon, Rebeldramon and Vixenmon for helping out too!" Triceramon said.
"Thank you so much!" The Digimon said.

"We were also wandering if you could become the Digital World's protectors and fighters?" Mendinamon
asked.
"What would we have to do?" Zashomon asked.
"You would have to protect the Digital Wolrd from evil forces! You will get a members base with
computers and special gear to keep in tough with each other. You would all be called to your base if
anything happens and then certain members will be picked to go out and fight and the rest would stay at
the computers and search information and send it to the fighters! The base also has a cinema and
arcade!" Mendinamon said. The Digimon looked thoughful and they huddled into a group.
"What do you guys think?" Bugsmon asked.
"I'm not sure if I wan't to fight anymore!" Metemon said.
"But it would be for the good of the Digital World!" Tigsamon pointed out.
"I think we should! Wed'e be helping out and also be getting a good deal too!" Masheedramon said.
"I agree with auntie Masheedramon!" Sakumon shouted and everyone else nodded. They turned back to
Mendinamon.
"We think that would be a great idea!" Masheedramon told him. His face lit up and so did the rest of the
Quartz Moon Stone Guardians' faces.
"Thank you!" Triceramon smiled.
"Would you like us to take you to your base now?" Mendinamon asked.
"Yes please!" Flamelopmon smiled. The Quartz Moon Stone Guardians stood around the Digimon and
then they all started to glow white. Suddenly, everyone teleported to a huge building that said Digimon
Destiny Base on it.

49 - The Base
"Well, here we are at the Digimon Destiny headquarters!" Mendinamon smiled as everyone gasped as
they walked into a huge building that looked like a giant cinema. There were 6 doors. One of them lead
to the computer room, another one lead to a canteen, another one lead to the games room, the next one
lead to the training arena, one lead to the toilets and the last one lead to a cinema! The main room that
they were in now was also a little waiting room with a tv and sofas.
"Is this going to be or base?" Masheedramon asked.
"Yup!" Triceramon grinned.
"Wow!" Gatamon gasped.
"When can we start?" Scorpionmon asked.
"As soon as your ready!" Mendinamon replied.
"Awesome! I know were going to be busy with all of this stuff!" Sakumon grinned.
"You can go back to your tamers to tell them about the base and then come back when we need you
too!" Mendinamon said.
"Also, your lucky charms contain buzzers so if there is ever an emergency, your charm will start to beep
and then you can make your way to the Digital World and meet in the base!" Triceramon said.
"Cool!" Maneemon replied.
"Thanks a lot!" Zashomon smiled.
"You should be getting home now, your tamers will be worried!" Mendinamon suggested.
"But I have a feeling we will see you very soon!" Triceramon smiled as her and Mendinamon
disappeared in a puff of smoke and the Digimon stood there looking at each other. They knew that this
would be the end of thier first adventure together and they had to say thier goodbyes.

50 - Final Goodbye
The Digimon all faced each other in silence. Masheedramon spoke first.
"I guess we'll see you all around soon then!" Masheedramon smiled at her team.
"Yeah, and I bet it will be sooner than we expect!" Leopardmon grinned.
"I'm sure gonna miss you guys!" Tigsamon confessed.
"We'll see each other again!" Taynmon promised.
"Yeah, because we're friends forever!" Zashomon grinned.
"And we'll be ready for any enemy!" Wormmon said.
"You bet!" Okamimon grinned. Lupinmon sniffed.
"I just wish Zorromon could be part of the team again!" She sniffed as a tear rolled down her face.
"Me too." Wolfdramon sighed.
"Don't worry, maybe he'll come back!" Lobodramon smiled and Lupinmon and Wolfdramon hugged him.
"Yeah!" Vixymon smiled.
"Well, we'll all see eachother soon, maybe one of us will see Zorromon when we get back!" Grizzymon
said.
"Maybe!" Punkdramon replied.
"Well, even if we don't, I know we'll see him again some day!" Gatamon grinned.
"Yeah!" Honeymon smiled.
"So what are we going to do when we all get back?" Flamelopmon asked.
"Just let your tamers know where you went and where you go when your not with them!" Wolvomon
replied.
"Will do!" Maneemon promised.
"We all will!" Aquamon smiled.

"Hopefully, we'll all see eachother soon!" Rikumon said.
"I know we will!" Metemon smiled.
"Well, see you guys!" Bugsmon smiled.
"See you all soon!" Tigsamon added as all of the Digimon started to glow white and started to break up
into pieces of data.
"Take care all of you!" Veramon said.
"We will." Doggymon smiled.
"See you all really soon!" Scorpionmon grinned.
"Yup!" Kuramon grinned.
"Oh and when we all meet again, don't forget to bring food!" Kohakumon said.
"Yeah!" Sakumon agreed.
"Food?" Jamaicamon laughed.
"Bring what ever you think we will need!" Vulpusmon laughed.
"We'll see you all really soon!" Vulpinmon grinned.
"This adventure has ended but we still have many more to come!" Foxxiouskatomon grinned as all of the
data disappeared and got scattered through the Digital Wolrd and through all of the Digimon tamers'
computers. The adventure had ended.

Well guys, that's it for Digimon Destiny! It took almost a year to write I think! o_O Anyway, look out for
Digimon Destiny 2 coming soon! I hope you liked Digimon Destiny guys! =D
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